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Preface
ven after more than four years since its introduction, the European

E

single currency continues to

be a hugely relevant topic of

discussion in Italy. A burning issue. The purpose that moved my

interest to start this analysis was not pretending to understand where the
supposed truth about the real or perceived side effects (mentally or
politically, demagogically built as well), developed after the 2002 cash
changeover should be; rather, I would try to use that attitude defined by
Emile Durkheim, the so-called sociological imagination, in combining and
linking “facts" and “ideas” in a fruitful way, somehow useful to interpreting the
Italian case in a different way. This work will start with a presentation of the
Italian situation as such with its peculiarities in the Introduction, to set as well
the foundations on which the thesis will be developed; the first three
chapters will be devoted to the comparative analysis of facts collected in the
last four years by the Euro Barometer at both the European and Italian level,
and showing the conspicuous distances between the Italian case and the
Euro Zone average about topics assumed as relevant because of their
psycho-attitudinal pregnancy; chapters four, five and six will instead focus on
displaying in a scientific way the psychological and political reasons useful in
explaining the facts illustrated and analyzed within the first three chapters. In
this respect, above all the sixth chapter (recalling chapter 3) will provide a
legitimate

explanation

of

the

differences

between

psycho-cognitive

perceptions and economic, statistical realities. To offer a broader panorama
the last chapter will follow the development of similarities and differences
through six Euro Zone countries. If the American sociologist W. I. Thomas
was right stating that when people define situations as real, they become
real in their consequences, it’s exactly to these consequences that I shall
dedicate my attention in the next pages, because I absolutely agree with
Merton where he writes that a false definition of the situation evokes a new
behavior which makes the originally false conception come true perpetuating
a reign of error. (“Social Theory and Social Structure”; 1957).
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The Italians and the single currency:
a painful, necessary relationship
his analysis is not exactly, and above all not only, an economic

T

valuation of the introduction of the European common currency. Rather,
the major purpose of this work is trying to show the consequences,

frequently perceived by the population as primarily and merely negative, on the
Italian society caused by the adoption of the Euro, on a social and
psychological level. In fact an important element of this work will be the focusing
on the core idea of trust, or distrust, both in the currency itself and in the
political elites (national and European) apparently unable, or simply not
interested in, preventing a simple conversion procedure from becoming the
“most embarrassing robbery o f the new Century”1. How did it come that the
enthusiasm for the future perspectives has turned into something else, difficult
to understand and even define? Nevertheless, before its start, the changeover
process seemed smooth and just full of great expectations. On December 28,
2001 the newspaper “La Repubblica”, one if not the most authoritative,
published the results of a survey according to which the majority of Italians were
completely aware that the introduction of the Euro could bring more relevant
outcomes, and must be considered as the first step towards a more and more
unified Europe.
The graphs below are my visual re-elaboration of information from the survey
“Italians and their concerns”, published as said at the end of the year 2001, in
the newspaper “La Repubblica”. This material is useful to understand the
attitudes of the Italian population, few days before the introduction of the
common currency, toward the Euro and the future of the European Union. A
future made of not only economic agreements or common economic spaces.

1 M. Gambino, E. Lannuti: “Euro: la rapina del secolo”; Roma 2003.
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The first following cake shows the answers to the question:
“According to your opinion, what the Euro is about to bring in your life”:
•

Few complications but necessary for the future development of the EU

•

Just advantages

•

Just Complications

•

I don’t know, No answer

□ Few complications but
“necessary"
El Just advantages
□ Just complications
□ No answer

Figure 1: The foreseeable effects of the Euro 2001

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

Few complications but necessary: 52.5%

•

Just advantages: 22.6%

•

Just Complications: 15.7%

•

I don’t know, No answer: 9.2%

In other words, the 75.1% of that statistic sample was sure that the common
currency could be a concrete advantage for their country, with few necessary
difficulties to face (especially at the beginning) for the future development of the
European common well-being and identity.
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The next graph shows instead the specific distribution of foreseeable effects
according to the following particular categories used to group the Italian society:
•

Students

•

Professionals

•

White Collars

•

Blue Collars

•

Housewives

•

Retired People

•

Dealers

100n
908070□ Students

60-

El Professionals
□ W hite Collars

50-

□ Blue Collars
H H ousewives

40-

□ Retired People

30-

H Dealers

20 10 -

m

0Few
com plications

Just
advantages

Just
com plications

No answ er

Figure 2: Distribution of foreseeable effects according to category 2001
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The most enthusiastic categories were students (with the highest level within
the age 14-24 year old) and white collars. Some more doubts came from the
housewives and retired people, especially because of difficulties linked with the
“domestic accounting”. Similarly, accounting concerns with the new currency,
was frequently expressed by the small dealers and shops’ owners as a
constant source of worry.

The last graph developed from the quoted survey, shows the opinion about the
future of the Italian economy; “According to you, the Euro will...”:
•

Reinforce the Italian economy

•

Weaken the Italian economy

•

Make more stable the Italian economy

•

No answer

□ Reinforce
H More stable
□ Weaken
□ No answer

Figure 3: The Euro effects on the national economy 2001

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

Reinforce the Italian economy: 40.9%

•

Weaken the Italian economy: 9.9%

•

Make more stable the Italian economy: 29.4%

•

No answer: 19.8%
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One year later, answering the question: “According to your opinion, what did the
Euro bring in your life”, these are the results from the report “Flash Euro
Barometer 2002: The Euro one year later. Results and Comments’’.

□ Advantages above all
M Disadvantages above all
□ No change
□ No answer

Figure 4: The Euro attitude in Italy 2002

•

Advantages above all: 57%

•

Disadvantages above all: 29%

•

No change: 11%

•

I don’t know, No answer: 3%

If we compare this graph with Figure 1, The foreseeable effects o f Euro 2001,
we can easily realize that after one year the percentage of those who thought
that the new common currency could produce “essentially advantages even
with some necessary complication” has decreased from 75.1% to 57%. On the
other hand the percentage of euro-sceptics has risen from 15.7% to 40%!
Despite this one year after the introduction of the Euro, Italy is still the more
supportive country (with Ireland) of the fact that the common currency will
anyway develop a stronger European identity. In this respect answers were
proportionally higher in both countries (32%).

“The Euro is just another brick on the way that will lead Europe to become a 25
States Union by the year 2004”, Romano Prodi said on new year’s eve of 2002.
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This was, and still is according to the opinion of the author of this paper, and
many other observers, the key factor in understanding, yesterday as today, the
feelings towards, or maybe even against, the Euro. In Italy the idea of a
common currency as tool to strengthen the political union is still perceived as
such an important factor to even justify all the difficulties followed after its
introduction; but the main topic still remains that the Euro has determined
several evident problems, especially in countries like Italy and Germany. The
responsibilities of this situation are not linked with the circulation of the currency
itself but rather with the attempt to cheat the citizens (above all in the small
“family stores”, that in Italy are more than four millions) during or immediately
after the changeover phase. Where the controls were adopted on time by the
national authorities, the amount of problems has been really limited. In other
areas the Governments did not put enough energy in controlling and protecting
their citizens from arbitrary inequalities. In the same survey already mentioned,
66% of the people expressed the wish to soon have a more “collaborative and
common foreign and defence policy”. We should keep in mind that September
11 was still tragically present in memory and the war in Iraq was not yet started.
So the idea of a stronger Europe was also necessary to reach a betterbalanced geopolitical situation. And a common currency seemed to many the
first ideal tool in such a tormented moment. Romano Prodi, at that time
President of the European Commission, declared, on December 27, 2001, that
the historical meaning of the Euro was building a bi-polar world economy, with
the US Dollar on the one hand and the Euro on the other. It’s pretty reasonable:
all the geopolitical balances start with the balance of the economic powers...
The other task left to the common currency was, of course, to start a new
identity process by picking up unexpected and unforeseeable opportunities of
economic, cultural and civil growth. This simply means to achieve an epochal
breakthrough through a historical innovation and as far as we know any
innovation and its success, or failure, is determined by a unique combination of
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interacting changes (economic, technical, social and others) within the national,
or rather in this case supra-national and common, economic space. The idea to
strengthen (through the use of a common currency system) the European
market, already hypertrophycally unified by the “explosion” of the functionalist
theories

(sharing

more and

more economic interests must lead to a

unavoidable political cooperation, common laws and institutions), had led to
unexpected cultural and social side effects. A nation’s institutional framework,
the complex network of rules, customs and enforcement systems, determines
transaction costs, differently country by country. In facing the Italian case, it
sounds more than plausible, that the idea that the weak evaluation of the social
impact of this historical change and the self evident lack of a proper training
period may be responsible for the actual distrust towards the Euro and explains
why its introduction has been seen as the cause of the decrease of the average
purchasing power of Italian households and the most relevant factor in
increasing the inflation rate. In Italy, even nowadays, quarrels about the “real
inflation rate" and the “perceived inflation rate” are burning issues. These
considerations contribute clearly to explaining “how" and above all “why”
enthusiasm has left more and more room to scepticism, and the problems
typical of a single country, side-effects of a specific national process to
incorporate the new currency seem to be able to allow the superior target of
that long way that should lead, that must lead, to an Europe stronger only if
unified under also a common monetary system to be forgotten. Unfortunately
the stupid and blind “nationalistic” point of view is also applied to value the
European Union as a global political actor; this explains why the European
constitution was rejected in France and Netherlands just because of the
negative feelings towards the national political system. The European Union
usually

pays

for

someone

else’s

responsibilities.

At

any

rate,

the

underestimation of the informal rules and of the fundamental cultural factors,
above all the rigor of the ethical system, the way in which the authority is
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exercised...or not, the specific attitudes of a certain country regarding work,
innovation, saving and profit, evaluating if a society is open or not to change
and willing to deal with the disruptions in the long-term status quo that the
innovations bring must be taken into account. A good example of this in the
Italian case could be the analysis of the decrease of purchasing power on one
hand and the decrease of the capacity of saving money on the other hand,
which could be considered as one of the main cause of this feeling of distrust.
Most people don’t save any money monthly to increase their bank accounts or
whatever other kind of investments they have and often, spending part of their
previously saved money, apart from their wages, seems unavoidable. This is
considered unacceptable for a cultural environment that used to live just with
the wage, and able to save money on a pretty regular basis. It’s pretty obvious,
anyway, that the common currency is not a kind of independent actor with a
proper life and so if problems emerged, and they did emerge, it’s because
someone simply forgot to prepare a proper network of controls, rules and laws
to punish those individuals ready to exploit the Euro as a great opportunity in
making “easy money". Let’s take a look to the following graph developed from
the report already mentioned. “When converted into Euro, prices have been...”:
•

Rather in favour of consumers

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers

•

Rises and Falls balanced out

Elln favour
E T o the detriment
□ Rises and falls balanced out

Figure 5: The Euro and the prices 2002
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The percentages are distributed this way:

•

Rather in favour of consumers: 3%

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers: 91 %

•

Rises and Falls balanced out: 6%

Another interesting topic to focus on in the psychological respect is the “Euro
cents” problem. After the Second World War the Lira cents wereabolished;
which means that for almost 60 years the Italianpopulation

wasnot used to

dealing with decimal numbers in counting (one year after the introduction of the
new Euro coins, 62% of population still thought that they were simply too
many). This difficulty shouldn’t be underestimated. Counting in Liras was much
easier and this produced as a main effect that after one year almost 50% of
Italians still used the former national currency to count during common
purchases and day to day shopping, even if the double price displays system
was stopped since March 1, 2002. Answering the question: “Today, when
purchasing, do you count mentally most often in Euro, most often in Liras or as
often in Euro as in Liras, when it concerns common purchases as day-to-day
shopping” (from Flash Euro barometer 2002). These are the results:

□ In Liras
^ ln Euro
□ As often in Euro as in Liras

Figure 6: Currency most used to count in Italy 2002
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The percentages are distributed this way:

• In Liras: 42% (among the highest percentage in EU)
• In Euro: 41% (among the lowest percentage in EU)
• As often in Euro as in Liras: 17%

In Italy, just a few days ago, elections have determined a new political situation.
At least, so it seems. The candidate Prime Minister for the centre-left coalition,
Romano Prodi, the former EU Commission President, during the electoral
campaign, was constantly and sometimes brutally blamed by former Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi as being responsible for the lack of controls during the
changeover. Above all, according to Mr Berlusconi, Prodi did accept passively
the high exchange rate Lira-Euro (1936,27 Liras for 1 Euro) without any
problem. Also the President of the Italian Republic, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi,
former Minister of Treasure and Governor of the Italian National Bank, was
involved in Berlusconi’s delirium being seen as guilty for the high exchange
rates imposed on the Lira. But how could it be possible that such a simple
“exchange rate" from one currency to another leads to an uneven and
unjustified increase in prices? The social side effects of the Euro and the
analysis of the frequent attempt of using those negative feelings as a political
argument against the European Union, and the future European common
perspectives, especially the political ones (let’s back to the Lira system, no
Common Constitution, expressed above all by the secessionist party “Lega
Nord”, allied with Berlusconi in the former governmental coalition) or against the
political opponents, till the just ended political campaign, will be analysed. An
attempt at comparing similarities and differences with other European countries
in facing, basically, the same problems, but with such different outcomes, will
close this thesis.
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Trusting the future potential of the single currency as a factor of growth, stability
and integration in Europe (not mainly and above all not only in an economic
way), as said, still lasts in Italy; there are no plausible doubts about this specific
aspect. The single currency2 is, has been, and will continue to be a stabilizing
element for the European “economy" and national “economies” within the
European Union3; especially now, in such a delicate moment, two years after
the Enlargement of the European Union and few months before the extension
of the Euro Zone in the Baltic Region and Slovenia also. I would also invite all
those who complain about the side effects of the Euro on the Italian economy to
consider the disastrous consequences of our previous national currency facing,
alone, without the protection and the strength of the Euro, the so called
Parmalat Scandal. Parmalat was, and incredibly still is, the most important
Italian Food Corporation, with interests, branches and factories worldwide. Two
years ago the founder and owner of this “financial jew el”, Calisto Tanzi, was
arrested because of bankruptcy. But why? Because he simply cheated his
investors, including hundreds of thousand of citizens playing the role of small
stocks’ owners, stealing from company funds something like 15 billion Euro, so
it seems, because is almost impossible to determine precisely the amount of
money that “disappeared”^. Twice as much as the more famous Enron Scandal
in North America. The devaluation of the Lira could have been a long-term
stone in the way of the national economic development for many years. But
thanks to the parachute-effect of the common currency this did not happen. It is
also true that apart from the noble values and great high ideals the “feeling”
between the Euro as a simple economic tool and Italians as consumers, and
not Euro-citizens, did rapidly turned into something different. In an article
published on “II Corriere della Sera”, December 31, 2002, reviewing the
situation after one year of using the new currency, the emerging results were
2 Hence the noun “Euro” to indicate the European single currency will be always used in the singular form,
according to the European Central Bank indications in this respect.
3 T. Padoa Schioppa: “La lunga via per ľ Euro"; Bologna 2002.
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not particularly reassuring: “It never has been such a great love, of it was so, it’s
finished very soon. After one year the Lira still stays in our hearts and
represents the main benchmark scale for our budget. Even the politicians are
still used to express national investments and subsidies using the previous
national currency”. Once the former Prime Minister, Silvio Berlusconi, during a
public conference said: “You know, It’s easier keep on talking and thinking
using as counting unit the Lira: I’ve made tons of them in my life, so...I feel
more comfortable!”. The same Prime Minister insisted several times in the last
four years on blaming the single currency as the main cause for the low growth
rate of the Italian economy and the price increase. But we will focus our
attention on this topic, more specifically, a little bit further on in this paper.
Instead, in the next several pages I will try to analyse and compare the trends
of Italian attitudes towards the Euro through the last four years, underlining
some aspects assumed as most relevant in understanding and finding
improvements or, more correctly, lack of concrete progresses, in this respect.
The indicators of practical aspects that I shall take into account are the
following:

•

The Euro as a source of difficulty in every-day life, in Italy, and at the
European level;

•

The Euro as mental benchmark, a scale of counting in every-day life, in
Italy, and at the European level;

•

The Euro and its perception’s consequences on price levels, in Italy, and
at the European level.

The analysis will follow the trends’ development of three different areas of
interest during the last several years (more precisely from 2003 till December
2005, when the most updated Euro Barometer Report was published). First and
foremost, the psychological relevance of these specific topics rather than

others, seemed ideal in attempting to clarify a certain “special and pretty limited”
situation, characterized by a self-evident discomfort towards the single
currency. After four years since European citizens have been using the Euro,
Italians seem to compose those who still face the highest number of problems
and discontents. I shall try to follow “how” this phenomenon happened, and in
the next chapters to explain maybe even “why” it happened.

It could be helpful, in this respect, before starting the analysis, to take a look to
the following comparative charts. Summarizing in a visual way the different
trends (Euro Zone - Italy) of the last four years, category by category for the
question “What did the Euro bring in your life?” ("advantages above all”,
“disadvantages above all”, “no change” and “I don’t know, no answer), they
display:

A constant distance of tendencies (increasing in 2005 up to 8 points),
with the Italian trend anyway always around or below 50%, for the
thematic area “advantages above all”,

Euro Zone
Italy
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•

A constant distance of trends, until reaching the same value in the year
2004, for the thematic area “disadvantages above all"]

Euro Zone

A stable distance between trends with rates very close, for the thematic
area “no change”]

♦

•

Euro Zone

Furthermore, it also emerged a very low and decreasing rate of those
who are undecided, in other words the thematic area with “no answer.
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Chapter 1
The Euro as a source of difficulty in every-day life1

A

fter two years of using the Euro (for a quick overview of the
“breakthrough-yeaŕ, 2002, see the Introduction of this paper), Italy
was still a country where a strong majority of respondents, 57%,

seemed to have many difficulties adjusting to the new currency. Just another

country, France, had a higher percentage, with 62% of respondents facing
various problems, but most of them declared to have mainly “some difficulty”
(51%) and very few “a lot o f difficulty” (11%); in Italy, on the contrary, the
percentage of those with “some” and “a lot o f difficulty were almost identical:
28% against 29% (see the graph below in figure 1 and relative percentages).
Moreover, as already observed, the results obtained in Italy from the Euro
barometer Report 2003 (December 2003), indicate a drastic change in the
way the public opinion perceived the Euro after twelve months. In the year
2002, 58% of Italian respondents reckoned the European currency was “not
causing any difficulties”, against only 43% (15 points less!), just one year
after at the end of 2003. More precisely, answering the question: “Today,
two years since we’ve been using the Euro, would you say that it continues
to cause you... ”:
•

A lot of difficulty

•

Some difficulty

•

No difficulty at all

Figure 1: The Euro attitude in Italy 2003

1 Comparative analysis Italy / Euro Zone countries 2003 - 2005 based on Euro Barometer reports data.
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The percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 29% (+15% / 2002)

•

Some difficulty: Italy 28% (+/- 0% / 2002)

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 43% (-15% / 2002)

Comparing the Italian attitude with the Euro zone average, the results
observed could be summarized in the following comparative graph:

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0-

Figure 2: The comparative Euro attitudes at the end of 2003: EU and Italy

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 29% (+15% / 2002); EU average 14% (+4% /
2002 )

•

Some difficulty: Italy 28% (+/- 0% / 2002); EU average 35% (-4% /
2002 )

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 43% (-15% / 2002); EU average 51% (+/- 0% /
2002 )
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As for the year 2004, the results are worse than expected and pretty
discouraging. It emerged that country-by-country, the proportion of persons
who indicate not having “any difficulty at all” with the single currency had
risen significantly in most countries, especially Belgium and Greece with an
increase of 6 percentage points (respectively 67% and 69%). On the
contrary, we can note, once again that Italy and France continue to remain
the only two countries where a majority of respondents still seem to have
substantial difficulties adjusting to the new currency. But as for the previous
survey the percentages are distributed in a significantly different way: if most
French citizens admit to having just “some difficulty” (47%, four points less
comparing 2003) and as for the 2003 just 11% had “a lo f, in Italy the
percentages increased or decreased in such an embarrassing way that even
the Euro barometer underlines strongly that “It is slightly alarming to observe
that, in Italy, the rate o f respondents who have a lot o f difficulties with the
euro has risen since last year, passing from 29% in 2003 to 35% in 2004!”:

□ A lot of difficulty

ESom e difficulty

□ No difficulty at all

Figure 3: The Euro attitude in Italy 2004

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 35% (+6% / 2003)

•

Some difficulty: Italy 29% (+1 % / 2003)

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 35% (-8% / 2003)
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If we compare the Italian attitude with the Euro zone average, the results
observed are summarized in the following comparative graph. It’s evident
that for those facing “some difficulty” the Italian average follows the EU
trend, but is a completely different story for the other two fields having “a lot'
or “not at all” difficulty:

100 90 80 70 60 El Euro Zone

50 -

O Italy
40 30 20 -

100A lot of difficulty

Some difficulty

No difficulty at all

Figure 4: The comparative Euro attitudes at the end of 2004: EU and Italy

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 35% (+6% / 2003); EU average 16% (+2% /
2003)

•

Some difficulty: Italy 29% (+1% / 2003); EU average 33% (-2% / 2003)

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 35% (-8% / 2003); EU average 52% (+1% /
2003)

The Italian average emphasizes a percentage twice as much the EU one in
having “a lot o f difficulty” and 17 points less in having “no difficulty at all”.
Moreover, combining the percentages of those who have had small or
relevant problems in using the Euro, it emerges that at European level there
is a certain stability (49%, the same rate of 2003) and that just less than one
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half of the EU citizens still have difficulties; on the Italian side, instead, 64%
of people (+7% compared with the 2003 rate), in other words almost 2/3 of
the total population still feel uncomfortable with the EU single currency.

To close “the circle”, let us analyse the year 2005. Italy (69%, +5 points) and
France (50%, -8 points) continue to have the greatest amount of citizens
saying they still experience difficulties when using the single currency.
Analysing the changes country by country, a positive trend can be traced in
9 out of 12 countries covered by the Euro Barometer Report 2005. Moreover
considering the share of those experiencing “no difficulties at all" increases,
France and Netherlands have been the countries with the most positive
development (respectively 7 and 4 points up). On the contrary, a negative
trend emerges again in Italy and also in Greece (15% more Greeks stated
they have various difficulties with the euro comparing with previous survey).
Combining the rate of those who have “a lot o f' or “some difficulty”, the
evolution is more moderate in Italy (5% up) but constant in the last four
years and still the highest in the Euro zone:

□ A lot of difficulty

El Some difficulty

□ No difficulty at all

Figure 5: The Euro attitude in Italy 2005

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 38% (+3% / 2004)

•

Some difficulty: Italy 31% (+2% / 2004)

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 31% (-4% / 2004)
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The differences between the Italian trend and the European one are
perfectly respected also for the year 2005: in the last four years, at the EU
level, the rate of those that admit to still face problems adjusting to the Euro
has constantly decreased, where in Italy it has not only increased but
reached an impressive percentage that brushes 70%!

A lot of difficulty

Some difficulty

No difficulty at all

Figure 6: The comparative Euro attitudes at the end of 2005: EU and Italy

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

A lot of difficulty: Italy 38% (+3% / 2004); EU average 17% (+1% /
2004)

•

Some difficulty: Italy 31% (+2% / 2004); EU average 30% (-3% / 2004)

•

No difficulty at all: Italy 31% (-4% / 2004); EU average 53% (+1% /
2004)
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Combining in a visual way the comparative percentages of those still having
“various problems” , either “a lo t’ or just “some” at the European (47%) and
Italian (69%) level, the outcome, even if expected, is quite impressive:

Figure 6bis: The comparative Euro attitudes at the end of 2005: EU and Italy

Summarizing in a visual way the comparative trends (Euro Zone - Italy) of
the last four years, category by category (“a lot o f difficulty” , “some difficulty”,
combination of the two rates into: “various difficulties” and “no difficulty at
all”), they display:

•

A progressive and constant increase of distances of trends, for the
thematic area “a lot of difficulty”]
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A progressive approach of trends, until reaching almost the same
value, for the thematic area “some difficulty”]

♦

Euro Zone

—ii— Italy

Again: a progressive and constant increase of distances between
trends, for the thematic area “various difficulty”]

■

Euro Zone
Italy

A very strong progressive opposite trend (stable at Euro level,
constantly decreasing at the Italian one), for the thematic area “no
difficulty at all” .

♦
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Chapter 2
The Euro as mental benchmark scale
of counting in every-day life1
he situation is even worse after one year of using the single

T

currency if we focus the attention on the topic “day-to-day” shopping;
analysing data in a comparative way results that people in Italy at

the end of year 2003 are still used to thinking and counting in Liras rather
than the Euro. Answering the question: “Today, when purchasing, do you
count mentally most often in Euro, most often in Liras or as often in Euro as
in Liras, when it concerns common purchases as day-to-day shopping” (from
Flash Euro barometer 2003). These are the results displayed in a visual
way:

□ In Liras
@ln Euro
□ As often in Euro as in Liras

Figure 1: Currency most used to count when it concerns day-to-day shopping 2003

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

In Liras: 46% (in the year 2003 still the highest percentage in EU; +4%
/ 2002 )

•

In Euro: 33% (in the year 2003 the lowest percentage in EU; -8% /

2002)
•

As often in Euro as in Liras: 21% (+4% / 2002)

1 Comparative analysis Italy / Euro Zone countries 2003 - 2005 based on Euro Barometer reports data.
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Let’s make a comparison with the Euro-zone. On average, 46% of
respondents claim to use the single currency more often as a mental
benchmark scale for common purchases. This result reflects an increase of
4 points compared to the previous survey (Euro barometer 2002). On the
contrary Italy appears as the only country where a majority of respondents
claim to use the former national currency more often as a mental benchmark
scale for everyday purchases. In this respect, after twelve months, as
displayed in the cake graph, figure 1, the percentage of Italians counting
using just Liras has increased by 4 points and the percentage of those who
think just in Euro has decreased by 8 points! In other words, after one year
Italy had all trends following an opposite direction compared with the
European average; increasing the negative and confusing habit of counting
using the previous national currency, even two years after the introduction of
the single currency, decreasing the percentage of the Euro as main mental
benchmark unit to count, and also increasing the attitude of using both
currencies, old and new, to count! In a visual way the comparison results this
way:

100-1

90 80 70 60 I ! Euro Zone
SI Italy

0
In previous
National currency

In Euro

As often in Euro
as in previous
currency

Figure 2: Comparison EU / Italy in day to day shopping counting 2003
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The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: in Liras: 46% (+4% / 2002); Euro zone (in previous national
currency): 30% (-2% / 2002)

•

Italy: in Euro: 33% (-8% / 2002); Euro zone: 46% (+4% / 2002)

•

Italy: as often in Euro as in Liras: 21% (+4% / 2002); Euro zone (in
previous national currency): 24% (-1% / 2002)

In the year 2004 the average of the euro zone countries shows us that there
has been a significant increase in the rate of persons who use the euro most
often as a benchmark for common purchases. Indeed, this rate has risen
from 46% in 2003 to 52% in 2004 (+6 points), now representing a majority of
euro zone citizens who feel this way. Countries where citizens tend to use
the euro most often as a benchmark are

Ireland

(91%,

+1

point),

Luxembourg (75%, +6 points) and Finland (75%, +5 points). In Italy (and
Germany 44%, +7 points) this opinion does not yet represent a majority
(42%, +9 points). There is nevertheless progress in these two countries
since last year.

□ In Liras
S in Euro
□ As often in Euro as in Liras

Figure 3: Currency most used to count when it concerns day-to-day shopping 2004

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

In Liras: 33% (in the year 2004 still the highest percentage in EU, with
also the Netherlands with the same rate; anyway -13% / 2003)
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•

In Euro: 42% (in the year 2004 still the lowest percentage in EU; +9%
/ 2003)

•

As often in Euro as in Liras: 26% (+5% / 2003)

Comparing the Italian situation with the European one, Italy has decreased
most of its relevant distances with the Euro zone average: if in the year 2003
there was a 16 point margin analysing the area “still using the previous
national currency” , now there is just an 8 point margin between the Italian
rate and the European one; also as for “counting ju st using Euro” the margin
has decreased from 13 points to 10 of distance:

100-1

90 80 70 -

RO□ Euro Zone

In previous
National currency

In Euro

As often in Euro
as in previous
currency

Figure 4: Comparison EU / Italy in day to day shopping counting 2004

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: in Liras: 33% (-13% / 2003); Euro zone (in previous national
currency): 25% (-5% / 2003)

•

Italy: in Euro: 42% (+9% / 2003); Euro zone: 52% (+6% / 2003)

•

Italy: as often in Euro as in Liras: 26% (+5% / 2003); Euro zone (in
previous national currency): 22% (-2% / 2003)
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Analysing the most updated report, it results that in Italy (for the year 2005
the lowest percentage of those keep on counting using the previous national
currency is up to Portugal with 44%), the proportion of those counting in
Euro is less than a half of the population (45%). However in Italy emerges a
3 points increase of those counting in Euro (anyway the greatest increase of
the number of those stating to use the euro as a benchmark currency is
detected in The Netherlands, +9 points, whereas a negative change is
perceived in Portugal, -6 points). The Italian rate, anyway, is still the highest
concerning those still counting in Liras (29%), but with a good decrease
since the last year (-4%): the same as the decrease in Euro zone average.

□ In Liras
El In Euro
□ As often in Euro as in Liras

Figure 5: Currency most used to count when it concerns day-to-day shopping 2005

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

In Liras: 29% (in the year 2005 still the highest percentage in EU, -4%
/ 2004)

•

In Euro: 45% (+3% / 2004)

•

As often in Euro as in Liras: 26% (+/- 0% / 2004)

At European level, 56% of the citizens of the Euro Zone state that when
carrying out everyday shopping they calculate prices in Euro. A clear linear
increase in the number of those using the Euro as a mental benchmark is
detectable during the last three years. At the country level, in 9 out of the 12
countries polled, the majority of citizens calculates the prices of daily
purchases in Euro (as said the situation is different in Italy, Portugal and also
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Germany with 48% of respondents). Moreover Ireland is the country with the
most people counting using the single currency (95%, +4 points / 2004),
followed by Luxembourg and Finland (76%, +1 / 2004 points both). In Italy it
emerges still a substantial distance comparing with the Euro Zone average
for the year 2005 as for counting in Euro (-11%), as for using the previous
currency as most suitable in counting (+8%); anyway in the last three years
the rate of those counting in Liras has decreased from 46% to 29% and
those counting using just the common currency has significantly increased
from 33% to 45%. The percentage of those using both currencies, previous
and Euro, has been pretty much the same through the last three years, with
just few points as distance margin:

100-,
90
80
70 60 50 □ Euro Zone
40 -

P Italy

30 20 10 -

I

0In previous
National currency

In Euro

As often in Euro
as in previous
currency

Figure 6: Comparison EU / Italy in day to day shopping counting 2005

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: in Liras: 29% (-4% / 2004); Euro zone (in previous national
currency): 21% (-4% / 2004)

•

Italy: in Euro: 45% (+3% / 2004); Euro zone: 56% (+4% / 2004)

•

Italy: as often in Euro as in Liras: 26% (+/- 0% / 2004); Euro zone (in
previous national currency): 22% (+/- 0% / 2004)
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Summarizing in a visual way the comparative trends (Euro Zone - Italy) of
the last four years, category by category (“counting in Euro”, “counting as
often in Euro as in previous national currency” and the combination of the
last two rates into: “using Euro without any problem” and “counting in
previous national currency”), they display:

•

A stable and substantial distance of trends, (excluding the year 2002)
for the thematic area “counting in Euro”',

—

2002

•

2003

2004

Euro Zone
Italy

2005

A stable proportional distance of trends (just, excluding 2002, few
points) for the thematic area “counting as often in Euro as in
previous national currency”',
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2005

—

Euro Zone
h i —Italy

An apparently stable decrease of distances between trends, after the
year 2003, for the thematic area “using Euro without any problem”]

Euro Zone
Italy

A still pretty strong trend, but definitively constantly decreasing after
the year 2003, for the thematic area “counting in previous national
currency”.

Euro Zone
Italy
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Chapter 3
The Euro and its perception’s consequences on prices level1
f we compare the Euro and its perception’s consequences on price levels
in Italy the situation appears instead much more smooth if we compare it
with other European partners during the last four years. Answering the
question: “When converted into Euro, prices have been...”:
•

Rather in favour of consumers

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers

•

Rises and Falls balanced out

In a visual way:

El In favour
S T o the detriment
□ Rises and falls balanced out

Figure 1: The Euro and the prices 2003

The percentages are distributed this way:

•

Rather in favour of consumers: 2% (-1 % / 2002)

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers: 96% (+5% / 2002)

•

Rises and Falls balanced out: 2% (-4% / 2002)

As already said, for the price perception, the Italian trend respects the
European one. Moreover, in 2003 also in Germany (92%), Netherlands
(93%) and Greece (92%) the rates regarding the perception of price
detriment are very close to the Italian one:

1 Comparative analysis Italy / Euro Zone countries 2003 - 2005 based on Euro Barometer reports data.
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In favour To the detriment

Rises and falls
balanced out

Figure 2: The Euro and the prices in EU and Italy, comparison 2003

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: rather in favour of consumers: 2% (-1% / 2002); Euro zone: 3%
(+/- 0% / 2002)

•

Italy: rather to the detriment of consumers: 96% (+5% / 2002); Euro
zone: 89%

•

(+5% / 2002)

Italy: rises and Falls balanced out: 2% (-4% / 2002); Euro zone: 7% (4% / 2002)

In Italy the percentage of those who “don’t know” or “don’t wanť to answer is
0% both in 2002 and 2003. At European level the percentage of indecisive
respondents decreased by one point after one year, almost approaching “0”:
2% in 2002, 1% in 2003. The same percentages are also relative to the
years 2004 and 2005.

The situation keeps on being pretty much the same during the successive 2
years. In Italy as in the Euro zone an overwhelming majority of respondents
constantly have experienced and perceived that the introduction of the single
currency has lead to an added increase prices. Only very few respondents of
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the Euro Zone citizens do not see any effect at all following from the
adoption of the single currency.
For the year 2004, in Italy, the percentages are distributed this way:

•

Rather in favour of consumers: 1% (-1% / 2003)

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers: 95% (-1 % / 2003)

•

Rises and Falls balanced out: 4% (+2% / 2003)

□ In favour
El To the detriment
□ Rises and falls balanced out

Figure 3: The Euro and the prices 2004

The data are, as already said, almost identical on European scale:

100-j

90 80 70 60 50 -

D E u ro Zone

40

@ Italy

30 20 -

100In favour

To the detriment

Rises and falls
balanced out

Figure 4: The Euro and the prices in EU and Italy, comparison 2004
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The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: rather in favour of consumers: 1% (-1% / 2003); Euro zone: 3%
(+/- 0% / 2003)

•

Italy: rather to the detriment of consumers: 95% (-1% / 2003); Euro
zone: 91%

•

(+2% /2003)

Italy: rises and Falls balanced out: 4% (+2% / 2003); Euro zone: 5% (2% / 2003)

For the year 2005 the percentages are even closer compared with the
previous year and the rate of those, both on European and Italian level, that
admit to have experienced a detriment of consumers, and substantial
increases of prices, are the absolute majority of respondents. In a visual way
the Italian situation is as follows:

El In favour
U T o the detriment
□ Rises and falls balanced out

Figure 5: The Euro and the prices 2005

For the year 2005, in Italy, the percentages are distributed this way:

•

Rather in favour of consumers: 0% (-1 % / 2004)

•

Rather to the detriment of consumers: 95% (+/- 0% / 2004)

•

Rises and Falls balanced out: 5% (+1 % / 2004)
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On the Euro zone level, the attitudes in perceiving the Euro’s effects on
prices follow the same trend, with rates close as never before, for this as for
other thematic areas:

100-.

In favour

To the detriment

Rises and falls
balanced out

Figure 6: The Euro and the prices in EU and Italy, comparison 2005

The comparative percentages are distributed this way:

•

Italy: rather in favour of consumers: 0% (-1% / 2004); Euro zone: 1%
(- 2% / 2004)

•

Italy: rather to the detriment of consumers: 95% (+/- 0% / 2004); Euro
zone: 93%

•

(+2% / 2004)

Italy: rises and Falls balanced out: 5% (+1% / 2004); Euro zone: 5%
(+/- 0% / 2004)

After four years since when European citizens began using the Euro, the
main reason for considering the single currency as a “disadvantage” is
primarily the perception of a general, and absolutely unjustified, increase of
prices. In this respect Italy has been, and keeps on being, almost perfectly
“in line” with European average negative trends.
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Summarizing in a visual way the comparative trends (Euro Zone - Italy) of
the last four years, category by category {“to the detriment o f consumers”, “in
favour o f consumers” and “rises and falls balanced o u ť) they display:

A stable decrease of distances between trends (from 7 points / 2002
to 2 points / 2005) with very high rates for the thematic area “to the
detriment o f consumers”-,

—

Euro Zone

—■ — Italy

2002

2003

2004

2005

An almost identical decreasing trend, with the tendency to approach
the value “0”, for the thematic area “in favour o f consumers”-,
100
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A decreasing and pretty much stable trend (especially in last two
years), for the thematic area “rises and falls balanced out”.
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Chapter 4
The psychological side-effects of a simple conversion
4.1 The various psychological dimensions of the conversion
here is a question I would try to answer through this chapter. This

T

question is pretty easy, it could also seem almost stupid, but is not:
what is the reason why a simple conversion, a simple “mathematical

calculation” brought so many difficulties and problems, not only in the
“pockets” but also in the “minds” of millions of citizens, Italians and others?
Simmel was definitively right when he wrote that human beings are not able
to distinguish between “prices” and “things” as separate elements. People
are used to projecting the price as an inner quality on items, perceiving it as
a characteristic rather than as the outcome of the well-known relationship
between “demand” and “supply” . Because of this, according to Paolo
Legrenzi1, one of the most authoritative Italian social psychologists, passing
from the Lira to the single currency has simply meant “being forced” to re
define the inner value of the objects and not only the price as an external
side-factor. The prices are psychologically sticky, writes Massimo Piattelli
Palmarini2, in the meaning that they qualify things in such a way that is
almost impossible to think of something separated from its own price.
Objects embody prices as a quality. To give them a new price we’re forced
to give a new definition of that object. It’s not just a manner of calculating the
economic values, using Liras rater than Euro, but to perceive things. As
displayed in the first chapter in Italy, even after four years since the
introduction of the common currency, a pretty high percentage of people,
29% (8 points higher compared with the Euro Zone average) keep on
thinking using exclusively the previous currency. Furthermore, combining the
rate of those using “ju s f Liras to count with the rate of those who count in

1 P. Legrenzi: “L ’Euro in tasca, la lira nella mente e alter storie”; Bologna 2004.
2 M. Piattelli Palmarini in “II Corriere della Sera”; February 2nd 1999.
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Euro as often as in Liras, the percentage of people still used to counting
using the previous currency reaches 55%! If we analyze the demographic
distribution of this rate it emerges, as expected, that especially respondents
over 50 years old are less flexible in changing the way they count. And this
happens not because they are unable to use more often a simple calculator
or just because they are simply bad in mathematics: the real problem is that
they are simply too old to modify so quickly and so easily their view o f the
world. One of my favorite philosopher, the American scientist Thomas
Samuel Kuhn, wrote in his famous essay “The structure o f Scientific
Revolution” (1962) that changing a paradigm (considering this term in its
easiest meaning just as a corpus of acquired customs, every day routine or
the shared custom, within the community, of watching the world always with
the same eyes with a substantial procedural laziness: operating always
according the same procedures) means changing not the world, but rather
the way we perceive it, the way we look at it. In Europe we changed our
economic paradigm and this shift cost a lot in terms of cognitive equilibrium
for many; in Italy the relative percentage of those “many” simply seems to be
higher than elsewhere. For example, let us pay attention to the differences
between the Euro and the Lira as benchmark scale in counting. At the end of
1998 the European authorities set the definitive value of one Euro in 1936,
27 Liras (this, as said, has been recently a topic of the latest electoral
campaign

in Italy because,

according to the former

Prime

Minister

Berlusconi, that exchange rate was too high and it had to be “bargained’
better”, in fact he said that “Italy got more than she bargained for\”), this
means almost 2000 Liras. First and foremost, this has been a natural,
automatic inflation rate, because Italians became immediately used to
“dividing by two and eliminating three zeros” (this was the slogan of a
famous commercial at the end of the year 2001) to convert the price of
something from Liras to Euro; 30.000 Liras : 2 = 15.000 - three zeros = 15
Euro. So it means that 15 Euro (29.044 Liras according to the “official”
exchange rate, without following the “home made” way to calculate prices)
were, and still are, mentally considered as 30.000 Liras. In other words, it
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means that almost immediately after the introduction of the new single
currency, what cost 29.044 increased up to 30.000, with an “artificially
natural” inflation rate of 3.1865! Moreover also “eliminating” those three
zeros has meant something relevant. As analyzed in his brilliant essay “The
Lira in mind, the Euro in pockets”, using Liras as benchmark scale to
calculate, we had spaces among “units” of currency much larger; using the
common currency these “gaps” are substantially, rather hugely, reduced. For
example, 5 units of Euro means 9.681 units in Liras. In this way the distance
between two Euro units (from 1 Euro -*• to 2) using the Euro as scale are
very close. If, on the contrary, we use Liras to count, we simultaneously pass
from 1936,27 Lira units to 3872,54. Reducing the distances on counting
scales, jumping from the Lira scale to the Euro scale, has often reduced the
perception of money effectively spent, because people in Italy were used to
considering and calculating prices using a scale with “thousands" of gaps,
and not just a few (the banknote with the highest value in Liras for example
was the 500.000 bill; it has half a million gaps using the Lira as mental scale;
the highest bill in Euro is the 500 one, with just five hundred “gaps”; in simple
words the Euro scale is much more “c o m p r e s s e d In fact Paolo Legrenzi
defines this phenomenon as “compression o f price scale”). In Italy this has
been, and still is, a burning issue linked with the idea to issue a 1 Euro bill to
contain inflation and make people more conscious of the money they are
spending. The psychological principle to justify the birth of a new bill,
according to those who encourage and support this idea, is that Italians
simply don’t realize that one Euro unit has a purchasing power hugely higher
compared with a single unit of their former currency. Furthermore the coin
with the highest value was the 1000 Liras one, pretty unpopular and not
used very much: Italians were, and still are, apparently unable to give the
proper value (in terms of purchasing power) to a metal “coin”. They need a
paper “bill” to feel that power. This aspect, as the issues of the “euro cents”
and “decimal numbers problem”, will be analyzed more specifically a little bit
further along in this chapter.
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Passing from the Lira scale of counting, thinking and perceiving the
economic reality to the Euro scale has created more problems in Italy than
expected; unfortunately because human beings are rarely those “perfectly
rational actors” that economists would prefer to deal with. People are not
only unpredictable most of the times in their reaction, but also relatively
stable in their attitudes, especially when concerning the way to think, to
know and to experience the world around them. Rationality maybe belongs
to other fields of science. Social scientists, and the author of this paper
among them, are used to thinking about the world as the product of a
particular way to approach it. Our point of view is only one among many
others: it’s not the sole, and above all, is for granted, not the best. If it’s true
that any revolution, economic or political...and the introduction of the
European single currency means both, has its costs, because shifting a
consolidated economic paradigm, or pattern, or however we prefer to define
it, produces side effects. And it seems definitively easy to agree with
Thomas Kuhn when he writes that in anyway changing paradigm does not
mean necessarily, or immediately, realizing any sort of advantage. Changing
means simply “changing”-, passing from one pattern to another, from one
condition to another, without any “necessary” improvement3. Anyway, it
seems that after all the difficulties, Italians are still aware of the fact that a
stronger and “more and more unified Europe” deserves these sacrifices. Let
us analyze these psychological efforts.

3 Ibidem, T. S. Kuhn; 1962.
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4.2 The usefulness of double price displays
n Italy one of the most constant “burning issues" linked with the

I

introduction of the Single currency and its negative side effects, is the socalled double price display strategy. Many still complain because in Italy

after the changeover shopkeepers were supposed to display the prices both
in Liras and Euro for ju s t two months (where for example in France the rule
of double price lasted till December 31, 2002). This short period of training is
often claimed as the reason why the shop keepers have had the opportunity
to make easy money changing (it means increasing) the prices, turning old
Liras into Euro, since March 1, 2002, without any possibility for the
consumers to have an immediate, “evident’ comparison with the old price in
Liras. Of course it was possible to carry a calculator each day (moreover the
former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi sent, as a Christmas gift 2001, a
small pocket calculator to every single Italian family to convert easily,
precisely and immediately wherever the prices), but for the day-to-day
purchases, especially for housewives and old people, dealing with a
calculator is not the easiest thing when you are in hurry or, worse, you feel
embarrassed because you don’t want to be identified as an idiot unable to
convert mentally adhered old prices into new ones. As we said in the
previous paragraph we could consider the price as a sticky, inner quality of
things. Paolo Legrenzi writes in “II Sole 24 ore” on March 22nd, 2001 that
after the end of the double price strategy something strange happened on a
cognitive level: people, in Italy as elsewhere, were forced to apply a different
strategy for identifying proportions, in terms of costs, among items, and to
value if the price they were paying was adequate or not. This simple strategy
consists of using the so-called relative prices or in other words comparing
the price of a single product that we know “contains” another for a certain
number of times. For example: if we know that to buy a new car we needed
12 wages in Liras, it must be the same in Euro. Our wage multiplied 12 times
in Euro must give us the sufficient amount of “money” (apart from the value
we’re counting in to calculate) to buy it. Or, much easier, for me: to pay one
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pizza at my favorite place in Rome, the equivalent of two beers at my
favorite pub in San Lorenzo (the University district), once was sufficient.
Thanks to this trick, people also easily realized that prices were suddenly
increased! Let us now take a look at the trends linked to the topic,
usefulness o f double price at Italian level compared with the European level.

Double price in Italy, Yes or No? In the year 2002 the percentage of those
that were contrary to the double price display strategy was very high (18
points). But after one year of using the single currency the Italian population
had a second thought, and since that moment, with a regular distance of
tendencies around just 3 or 4 points, on average 50% of population still think
that it could be useful to have both prices displayed to better realize the cost
of the purchase they are about to make:

Yes
No

Double price in the Euro Zone, Yes or No? The trends are pretty stable and
at the European level the rate of those who would have the double price is
always below 50%;

Yes
No
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Double price “Yes”: comparison between the Euro Zone and Italy. It
emerges as a constant distance between tendencies (on average 6 points).
It’s again interesting to underline the substantial 10 point “jum p”, from 2002
to 2003, of those who changed their mind in Italy considering the double
price displays strategy (from “No” - * “Yes”);

-Euro Zone
Italy

Double price “N o”: comparison between the Euro Zone and Italy. The chart
displays, after two years of stability, an increase of distances between Italian
and EU attitudes.

Euro Zone
Italy
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4.3 Decimal numbers and Euro cents

A

s Paolo Legrenzi writes in his book, passing from Liras to Euro has
also meant re-defining the inner values of things on a cognitive
level, and not only changing the tool used to measure price (the

currency meant as an economic paradigm to thinking about the world and
not just to measuring it). G. B. Shaw once wrote that all great truths start as
blasphemies: the truth, in this case, is the idea that to build a stronger
Europe a common currency is a concrete step in the right direction, this also

means facing troubles, sometimes apparently impossible to overcome. We
already mentioned the so-called decimal numbers problem ; let us focus our
attention on this topic. After the Second World War the Central Italian Bank
abolished the Lira cents and the value attributed to coins was not particularly
important. As we said the distances between Euro units and Lira units are
completely different. Being used to count using just “entire” numbers
expressed for the highest value in thousand of units (193.627 Liras for “ju s f
100 Euro), the cents are perceived as something strange and also useless,
considering the low purchasing power during the Lira era. But if it’s true that
even the longest journey has to start with a single step, is also true that to
make one Euro it’s always necessary to start with one cent. And many cents
make some Euro. Some Euro “more” or some Euro “less" in our pockets if
we don’t pay attention to our change. During my last trip in Rome, when I
was collecting material and information about my thesis, I organized a small
questionnaire that I delivered to a sample of 118 people. To collect together
my candidates I’ve used an easy, but scientific methodology, picking up as
representative of the Italian society the residents of my condominium (36
families, including mine, 118 people). In sociology this approach is called
cluster-sample and it is very popular, pretty trustable and cheap. The
question was: “What is on average the tip yo u’re used to leave a t..
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•

Your usual snack-bar, when you take your espresso4

•

Your usual self-service gasoline pump5

•

Your usual Pizzeria / Restaurant

I asked my neighbors to recall their average tips during the Lira era and the
new usual one in Euro. The results of this small survey are quite alarming.
For the snack-bar tip as for the gasoline pump, I set as gaps these amounts
of money:

• From 50 up to 200 Liras
• More than 200 up to 300 Liras
• More than 300 up to 500 Liras
• More than 500 Liras
•

No tip at all

These are the results in a visual way, answering the question “tip at the
snack-bar:

□ 5 0 /2 0 0
m

201 / 300

□ 301 /5 00
□ 501 / or more
■ No tip

The percentages are distributed this way:

• From 50 up to 200 Liras: 73%

4 To order an espresso in Italy it is common leaving also a tip.
5 In Italy the custom exists according to which the self-service gasoline pumps, especially during the night
or during the weekends, are run by young gentle colored people. They are there helping the customers,
the lazy ones and above all ladies (scared to get off the car during the night), and they receive after a tip
for their services.
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•

More than 200 up to 300 Liras: 15%

•

More than 300 up to 500 Liras: 5%

•

More than 500 Liras:

•

No tip at all: 2%

5%

Almost % of my sample used to leave as average tip, from 50 to 200 liras, it
means in Euro about 10 cents.

In the second situation, the “tip at the gasoline pump”, the level of generosity
is higher. But in that specific case different motivations are emerged:
especially pity, feeling of guilt (those are “poor guys without job and in need”)
or simply personal sympathy (especially among ladies and men over 50). In
a visual way:

□ 5 0 /2 0 0
^201 / 300
□ 301 / 500
□ 501 / or more
■ No tip

The percentages are distributed this way:

From 50 up to 200 Liras: 25%
More than 200 up to 300 Liras: 35%
More than 300 up to 500 Liras: 30%
More than 500 Liras: 7%
No tip at all: 3%

As said in the case “tip at the gasoline pump", the average tip was higher
and almost twice as much as the “tip at the snack bar”. In a comparative
visual way:

50

-♦-S n ack Bar
-♦-Gasoline Pump

50 / 200 201 / 300 301 / 500

501 or
more

No tip

The situation has completely changed after the introduction of the single
currency. Setting as minimum level in our scale the former highest average
tip (20 cents for the gasoline pump), it is now not only far from the actual
average, but it has become the most uncommon and the lowest value
among the others. These are the new gaps that I set for both situations:
•

Up to 20 cents

•

More than 20 up to 30 cents

•

More than 30 up to 40 cents

•

More than 40 up to 50 cents

•

More than 50 cents

•

No tip at all

For the “tip at the snack-bar, in Euro cents, the percentages are distributed
this way:
•

Up to 20 cents: 10%

•

More than 20 up to 30 cents: 10%

•

More than 30 up to 40 cents: 15%

•

More than 40 up to 50 cents: 45%

•

More than 50 cents: 15%

•

No tip at all: 5%
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In a visual way:

□ Up to 20
@ More than 20 up to 30
□ More than 30 up to 40
□ More than 40 up to 50
■ More than 50
UNo tip

This simply means that now 75% of the sample used to leave at least 30
cents (580,881 Liras) up to more than 50 cents (more than 968,135 Liras)!

For the “tip at the gasoline pump”, the percentages are distributed this way:
•

Up to 20 cents: 5%

•

More than 20 up to 30 cents:

•

More than 30 up to 40cents: 10%

•

More than 40 up to 50 cents: 55%

•

More than 50 cents: 20%

•

8%

No tip at all: 2%

In a visual way:

□ Up to 20
® More than 20 up to 30
□ More than 30 up to 40
□ More than 40 up to 50
■ More than 50
U N o tip

After the introduction of the single currency the differences between customs
are now not that remarkable, and in the situation “tip at the gasoline pump”,
85% of the sample declares to leave as tip at least 40 Euro cents (774,50
Liras) up to more than 50 cents!
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100

80

Up to
More
More
More
More
20
than 20 than 30 than 40 than 50
up to
up to
up to
30
40

I’ve

No tip
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chosen these two particular situations, among manyothers,

for clear

reasons: because of their being common to a huge majority andespecially
because they perfectly portray the transformed Italian attitude towards the
change. Leaving the tip in Euro, most of the people, rather almost all of
them, don’t realize the comparative purchasing power of the coins they are
leaving as daily tips. On the long run, all those cents lost along the way are
Euro missing from the family budget. The situation is even worse with the
third proposed setting: “at the restauranť. In that case, again, not realizing
the purchasing power of the coins with the highest value and feeling
embarrassed because it seems that the tip is too “insulting” if expressed by
cents, most of respondents declared to leave usually just Euro coins, it
means 1 or 2 Euro coin, or in some case directly a five Euro bill. Comparing
this new custom with the previous one, again the results are worrying. These
are the gaps I set for “tip at the restaurant / pizzeria”:
•

Up to 1000 Liras

• More than 1000 up to 3000 Liras
• More than 3000 up to 5000 Liras
• More than 5000 Liras
• No tip at all

These are the results in a visual way {“tip at restaurant / pizzeria” during the
Lira era):
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□ Up to 1000

m o o i / 3000
□ 3001 / 5000
□ More than 5000
■ No tip

•

Up to 1000 Liras: 10%

•

More than 1000 up to 3000 Liras: 40%

•

More than 3000 up to 5000: 30%

•

More than 5000 Liras: 15%

•

No tip at all: 5%

The threshold of 5000 Liras as restaurant tip was hardly overcome as
average, in fact just 15% of sample has declared of having the habit to leave
more than that amount. But when we compare this data with the results
obtained after the currency shift, the majority claimed to have set a higher
average tip; furthermore most of respondents have declared to feel
embarrassed in leaving “cents” (including 50 cents, almost 1000 Liras) and
to leave usually at least one 2 Euro coin, plus one 1 Euro coin or directly two
coins of the highest kind (so 4 Euro: 7745 Liras). These are the gaps I set:
"Your usual average tip at your favorite restaurant / pizzeria is...”:
•

Up to 1 Euro

• More than 1 Euro up to 2 Euro
• More than 2 Euro up to 3 Euro
• More than 3 Euro up to 4 Euro
• More than 4 Euro up to 5 Euro
• More than 5

Euro

• No tip at all
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□ Up to 1
□ More than 1 up to 2
□ More than 2 up to 3
□ More than 3 up to 4
■ More than 4 up to 5
□ More than 5
^ N o tip

•

Up to 1 Euro: 5%

•

More than 1Euro up to 2 Euro: 16%

•

More than 2 Euro up to 3 Euro: 30%

•

More than 3 Euro up to 4 Euro: 22%

•

More than 4 Euro up to 5 Euro: 16%

•

More than 5 Euro: 8%

•

No tip at all: 3%

In both situations described in the previous pages the level of average tips is
hugely

increased

without any

legitimate

reason.

Moreover

also the

“reciprocal” expectations are definitely different since the introduction of the
Euro. Today for example, leaving a tip in Euro that expresses in the single
currency the highest average tip previously expressed in Liras, the reactions
of the clerks at the snack-bar or at the restaurant, as with the reactions of
the guys working at the gasoline stations are quite the same: they simply
don’t expect to receive few cents as tip (especially the 1, 2, 5 copper cents).
It’s interesting to recall a short article from “La Stampa” published on August
24th, 2002 where is told the curious custom, shared by more and more
Italians, to leave after their purchases (especially at the Supermarkets) the
copper cents on the cash-desks because they were considered simply
“useless”. It’s about the same here in Prague when many customers refuse
to take the half crown coin change. In Finland the 1 and 2 Euro cents were
almost immediately abolished, but that was a particular situation and,
anyway, the same strategy was adopted in that country to also eliminate the
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cents of the previous national currency. In Italy, despite many thought about
the possibility of following the Finnish example, because of their importance
in stabilizing the prices after the changeover, the copper cents are still used.
From my short survey (and from many others, pretty similar in outcome, but
with broader samples) a negative attitude of the Italian population clearly
emerges towards the coins when it concerns valuating their real purchasing
power. As said, in Italy, on the contrary of many other Euro Zone countries,
the highest value expressed by a coin was pretty modest (in Germany there
was a 5 Deutsche Mark coin, more than 2 Euro; in Ireland the 5 Pounds
coin, almost 4 Euro, in France 10 Franks, almost 2 Euro, and others)6 and
the path dependency of thinking of coins as something not particularly
precious is still present. We said that prices could be considered as sticky
inner qualities of objects because they somehow express their value also at
the cognitive level. The same principle may be easily transferred to our
scenario: it’s hard to think about coins as tools with a high purchasing power
when for decades it was not like that. To help Italians in their difficulties
dealing with coins, the former Minister of Economy, Giulio Tremonti,
suggested to issue a couple of new banknotes with the value of one and two
Euro to support the existing coins, and especially the one Euro banknote,
also useful, according to him, to contain inflation. In the next paragraph we
will focus the attention on this idea that until now did not receive that much
attention from other countries in the Euro Zone. Moreover, as said,
according to the opinion of the author of this paper, this suggestion has
meant just another, failed, attempt to distract the public opinion from the
government responsibilities in prices and inflation rate increase.

6 L. Bini Smaghi: “L ’Euro”; Bologna 2001.
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4.4 The one Euro bill as “panacea7”
he former Minister of Economy and Finance doesn’t appreciate the

T

coins. In this respect, he is a typical Italian. Three weeks after the
introduction of the new currency he suggested eliminating the whole

of the copper cents. In an article published on January 23rd 2002 in the
newspaper “La Repubblica” he stated that it could be a “very popular
measure and surely appreciated by the population, not used to dealing with
so many coins”. This idea did not go further on. As another one, that as said,
again had Mr. Tremonti as one of its most enthusiastic supporters:
introducing bills for one and two Euro. To be honest, at least in this proposal,
in Italy he was in numerous company; let us in fact take a look at the
following comparative chart which displays the trend during the years 2002 /
2005 considering in Italy and at the European level the opportunity to
introduce the 1 Euro bill to support or substitute the 1 Euro coin: “Would you
have 1 Euro bill to replace the 1 Euro Coin”? In the graph below we have the
trends of positive answers, those who said “Yes”:
100
90
80
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60
50
40
30
20
10

0
2002

2003

2004
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At the European level the rate of those who claim the necessity to have 1
Euro bill has been in the last three years around 27%; in Italy the average
percentage brushes 70%!

7 Mythological plant to cure all illnesses, incurable as not particularly serious ones...
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On August 25th 2002, Tremonti declared on “La Repubblica”: “Give us back a
paper note and take back those coins that seem like change, but are not!
People don’t give the proper value to coins, to banknotes they do. I’ll try to
convince Brussels to adopt at least the one Euro bill”. He didn’t convince
Brussels, we perfectly know this. After months of intense debates, trying to
find allies to support this project (Tremonti was able to collect just small
countries in this respect: Greece agreed immediately, Belgium, Austria and
Luxemburg also, but the biggest countries, especially France and Germany,
declared their disinterest in this proposal), it reached the European
institutional proper headquarters; the European Central Bank on October 7th
2003 issued a note where is written that “the 1 and 2 Euro banknote will be
not a reality for a while; maybe it could be considered in a better and more
complete way with the second Euro series, to be issued between 2005 and
2010”. That was just a gentle way to express the substantial impracticability
of that project. The President of the Italian Republic, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi,
the man able to guide Italy into the Euro Zone since the first accession
(2002), decreasing also the inflation rate from 20 to less than 10 percent
when he was Governor of the Italian Central Bank, has declared several
times that the idea of having 1 Euro bill is not completely negative; it could
be useful to spread the diffusion of the single currency in the former soviet
satellite countries, to substitute the dollar as most used foreign currency, and
to also prepare them to the future perspective of using the Euro as national
currency when they will join the Euro Zone. Tremonti instead has frequently
underlined the usefulness of the 1 Euro bill above all to contain the inflation.
As said in Italy several members of the former government have often
blamed the single currency as an inflation factor. In this respect the proposal
of issuing 1 Euro bill as a decreasing tool has resulted pretty unlikely. In the
next paragraph we will analyze how this topic has been used as an “alibi” to
hide many other structural problems of the Italian economy. After the political
considerations in the next chapter, the successive one will be devoted to
understanding, or rather, trying to understand, the real scientific links
between the European common currency and the inflation rate.
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Chapter 5
The Euro and its supposed “responsibilities”
5.1 The single currency as a political “alibi”
uring the last seven years the single currency has always been one

D

of the core topics of discussion in Italy, for several disputable
reasons, most of the time without any good plausible reason. At

this point it could be also useful recalling shortly the facts that have brought
Italy to join the Euro Zone since the very beginning (January 1st 2002)1. This
achievement was the product of enormous sacrifices, and honestly I’m pretty
doubtful that one could bet on this success, especially when the Italian
parameters (for example the high inflation rate around 10%) were too far
from Maastricht ones, set in 1992. Italy had, and still has, the highest Public
Debt, but thanks to substantial fiscal maneuvers and respecting the
Maastricht parameters, built on the principles of containment of public
expenditure and increasing the monetary stability, Italy reached, surprising
many people, the European Council on May 1998 perfectly “in line” with the
European expectations (the sole country still “late” was Greece, that had
anyway the opportunity to keep on working on its internal financial situation
till January 1st 2001, when joined the Euro Zone; Sweden, Denmark and
Great Britain as we know didn’t join voluntarily the monetary Union). The
government able to accompany Italy to this unexpected aim was at the time
led by Romano Prodi, with Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, the former Governor of the
Italian Central Bank, as Minister of Treasure. Also because the quality of
their political and economic strategies and because the historical importance
of this success (the introduction of the common currency is considered by
the Italian population as the most important fact in the history of the
European Community since its foundation), in 1999 Romano Prodi was

1 S. Fabbrini: “L ’Unione Europea”; Roma 2003; L. Rapone: “Storia d ell’integrazione Europea”; Roma
2003; Ibidem L. Bini Smaghi; 2001.
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appointed Head of the European Commission and Ciampi became President
of the Italian Republic. They could be considered as a kind of national
political heroes, and they are so for most of the Italians, especially those with
a civic conscience. But thanks to media campaigns based on demagogic
skills (furthermore we should never forget that during the last five years Italy
had as Prime Minister a respectable man who was a media tycoon, owner of
the most important private, commercial TV stations, newspapers and
publishing companies), what should be seen as a clear merit, has turned into
a responsibility. Excluding the President of the Republic from the strongest
criticisms (with few exceptions as we will see further on in this chapter),
because his institutional role and because his being considered and
respected as “arbiter super partes”, in other words, outside the political
active scene (in Italy the President is the head of the State, he must
guarantee impartiality and procedural correctness without an effective
involvement on the political scene when it’s meant as fights between factions
and parties to get the power), the heaviest attacks have been directed
towards Romano Prodi. Until Prodi was the Head of the European
Commission the Italian government and particularly Mr. Berlusconi was
forced to contain their assaults, but after the end of his term in Brussels
(June 2004), they did not lose any single opportunity to use the single
currency as an issue to blame on Prodi and his political allies when he was
Prime Minister (1996 -

1998) as responsible for the current situation.

According to the center-right coalition the biggest faults that is possible to
attribute to the Euro are:

•

the sudden and unjustified increase of prices

•

the growth of the inflation rate

•

the decreased purchasing power of Italian households

Let us analyze these topics starting with the increased prices and the
inflation rate. As said, for now, we will try to focus the attention just on the
political interpretation of this phenomenon, or rather the way it was used to
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set fire to the political debates; the next chapter will be devoted to the
serious economic analysis of the differences between real inflation and
perceived inflation.

5.2 Euro, inflation rate and increased prices
consider a ridiculous joke the fact that the single currency had brought

I

an increase of the inflation rate!2 With these words the former Euro
Commissioner Mario

Monti,

one of the

most authoritative

Italian

economists, appreciated on both national and international scene (he was
also a candidate to become the new President of the Italian Republic during
last elections, May 2006), commented on the stupid speculations made to
the role of the Euro as an inflation factor (from “La Repubblica”, February 2nd
2004). He also adds, during the same interview, that “the disputable and
heterogeneous positions of the Italian government about the single currency
are quite embarrassing; moreover they don’t give to Italy enough credibility
as a leading country in future European Union. I would ask all the political
parties to give up speculating on the single currency!”. Monti meant
mentioning, with the ironical definition “heterogeneous positions”, two press
conferences addressed few days before by Mr. Berlusconi, where he first
declared that “the single currency has been the responsible for both prices
and inflation rate increases. This happened because the single currency was
adopted without proper studies, negotiations and training periods3. Also
because of this, shopkeepers have converted 1000 Liras into 1 Euro!”
(Rome January 23rd 2004) and just seven days after, in Brdo (Slovenia) he
2 It is also true that on December 26th 2002, the former President of the European Central Bank, Wim
Duisenberg, declared that “the single currency has brought an increase in the inflation rate” (around
0,2% at the European level, 0,5% in Italy). From: “D e Financieel Economische Tijd”, December 26th
2002 .

3 Could be funny to recall some declarations of the former Prime Minister about the single currency; on
November 25lh, when he was the leader of the Opposition, claimed that “i f Italy is in the Euro Zone, it’s
also our meritl”, or again three years later on November 26th 2001: “We welcome the new currency, an
extraordinary idea become a solid reality. Now we have the preconditions fo r a long-term monetary
stability. The Euro has started a virtuous circle able to combine politics and economics”. On January 15th
2002 Berlusconi defined the Euro as “a more and more strong currency with an extraordinary future”.
Maybe he should take note of his assertions, just to avoid misunderstandings...
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completely changed his mind declaring that “thanks to the single currency,
Italy preserved monetary and financial stability even facing such gigantic
scandals as the Parmalat one”! (January 30 2004). Also Giulio Tremonti,
former Minister of Economy, has claimed many times that the Euro has
produced an increase of prices and a growth in the inflation rate: “These
problems were underestimated when the procedures to join the Euro Zone
were still under discussion. The government at that time had to consider side
effects that instead were not” (from “La Repubblica”, December 5th 2002).
This sentence offers us another interesting point of discussion: who had to
be responsible for protecting consumers during and after the changeover
phases? (the first changeover, when the Euro was just a virtual currency,
used to express the bills, the bank accounts and financial transfers, and the
second one when the Euro became a real currency that for few weeks
placed side by side the old national currencies before their definitive
“dismiss”). Tremonti came back on this argument several times but one of
the most intense moments of polemics was at the beginning of the year
2004. Referring to Mr. Prodi not as the President of the EU Commission but
as “the Candidate Romano Prodi” (taking for granted that Prodi’s words were
motivated by his future role of candidate as Prime Minister for the Center left
coalition in Italy, rather than as President of the EU Commission, because
the next end of his term, by June 2004), Tremonti declared on January 2nd
2004: “The Candidate Prodi comes back on his disastrous creature: the
Euro! (few days before the EU Commission President had claimed that
“responsibilities in price and inflation rate increases are up to the National
governments, sometimes unable to contain the disadvantages caused by
dishonest speculators that are using the single currency as a tool to make
their bank account much fa tte r from “L ’Unita”, December 31st 2003). The
Candidate Prodi denies his clear political faults”. As said, during the first
weeks of 2004, Berlusconi also participated in the debate blaming, first
heavily, the Euro as a destabilizing factor to change, then his thought after
few days. After his negative words from the press conference in Rome,
President Ciampi felt the necessity to express his authoritative voice on
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those criticisms (partially, even if not directly, addressed to him because his
role of Minister of Treasure during Prodi’s first government experience).
Ciampi, one of the strongest Euro supporters and also a genuine believer in
its great potential for unifying Europe more and more, during a public
conference on January 23rd 2004 (so the same day in which Berlusconi
expressed his doubts) declared that “joining the Euro Zone has been a
mature and conscious choice, the clear expression of a political will to turn a
group of partner-countries into an union of States and peoples”. Ciampi has
always meant the single currency as “a step in the right direction”, as the
umpteenth opportunity of general growth brought by the European Union,
able to offer during the last fifty years “a continuous stimulus for the
competitiveness in all directions, a breakthrough for the international
horizons: without the single currency there is no monetary and economic
stability!”. The same day with a note from Brussels Romano Prodi underlined
again that any responsibility in prices increase was up to those governments
unable to contain the speculative maneuvers, moreover Italy has been the
sole country with a price increase without any parallel economic growth (on
the contrary, for example, of Greece were the price increase happened in a
context of economic growth). Berlusconi and Tremonti are anyway not alone
in the criticisms towards the common European currency. There is another
political party, member of the former governing coalition that used frequently
and more recently in such a strong way, the topic we are focusing on our
attention. This party is the North League, a secessionist party very strong
(15 up to 20%) in the richest northern regions, especially Lombardia and
Veneto. The last year, in June, Roberto Calderoli, member of the North
League and Minister of Reforms affirmed that “President Ciampi should
admit his personal defeat. He pushed Italy to join the Euro Zone and now we
are all paying the consequences of his decisions!”. This has been a scandal
in Italy, first because it was the first time ever that a minister of the Italian
Republic attacked so directly and in public the Head of the State and second
because as already said those that are perceived as faults for somebody are
great successes for someone else. Berlusconi immediately apologized
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because responsible for the words of a minister of his Government, trying to
re-compose the institutional crisis in a decent way. Ciampi reacted declaring
that it is “stupid to attribute the responsibilities of member States to the
European Union. The financial and monetary stability of the Euro zone must
be re-enforced eliminating the asymmetry between monetary and economic
policies”. Although the storm of negative comments, both from the governing
coalition as from the opposition, the Minister Calderoli did not move a step
back to apologize his words, he on the contrary added two days after: “I
never meant to offend the head of the State, I was referring to Ciampi when
he was Prodi’s Minister of Treasure. I don’t understand all these complaints
against me, or rather I do. Maybe someone is trying to distract the attention
from those politicians responsible for Italy’s accession in the Euro Zone
when our country was completely unprepared for it! Of course I mean Prodi
and his friends among social democrats, communists and so on”. On June
6th 2005 another Minister from the North League, Roberto Maroni, Minister
for the Welfare, asked for organizing a referendum to decide to abandon the
Euro Zone and come back to the Lira, “not the old Lira but a new one, linked
to the value of the American D ollar...”. This idea was defined “stupid science
fiction" not only by Romano Prodi and his allies, but also by many
authoritative representatives of the former government (the vice prime
Minister Gianfranco Fini, the Speaker of the House, Pierferdinando Casini,
the secretary of the Christian Democrats Marco Follini), in spite of this,
during the last electoral campaign (April 2006) that has led Romano Prodi’s
coalition to win, Berlusconi’s coalition was allied with an independent party
called “No Euro”\ reading the political program of this organization the
sentence “Let’s back to our loved Lira" opens the booklet, also downloadable
from the web. I would close this chapter keeping in mind, clear and strong,
the words of Ciampi: “It’s not fair to attribute the mistakes o f the different
member States, and their governments, to the European Union”. It’s a
dangerous habit that must be overcome. As soon as possible.
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Chapter 6
From the Lira to the Euro: a scientific approach
6.1 Between perceptions and reality
e are about to try to explain if the “urban legends”1 around the

W

Euro as an inflation factor are somehow true or if they are

complete political fiction2. In the previous chapter we showed

how for many years (more precisely along all the term of Berlusconi’s
government experience, May 2001 - April 2006) this alibi has been used to
justify,

according to the new Italian

Prime

Minister and former EU

Commission President, Romano Prodi, “the self-evident inability o f the
Government to protect the consumers from speculators.

Considering,

moreover, that the shopkeepers represent a good portion o f Forza Italia3
electoral base, maybe it becomes not that difficult to understand why this
happened..." (from “La Stampa”, March 27th 2006). Anyway it is also clear
that immediately after the introduction of the single currency4 in many other
Euro Zone countries has spread the idea that the new currency was
responsible

of

a

substantial

price

increase,

definitely

much

more

conspicuous of the official consumer price index registered and issued by
the national institutions of statistics. The distance between the perceived
inflation rate and the real one (of course real according to methodologies
and parameters used by those statistics institutions with the specific duty to
testing and measuring in a trustable way the relevant trends; we will discuss
this topic further on in this chapter) reached a level never registered before.
But this phenomenon, as said, in Italy has been more persistent and intense
than elsewhere in the Euro Zone. Moreover, in Italy, the public opinion
1 Giovanni Di Franco, professor of Methodology and Practices of applied Social Sciences, during a
conference in Rome (May 12th 2003), claimed that meaning the single currency as the main cause of an
abnormal increase of the consumer price index is just “a ridiculous urban legend”.
2 Ibidem, Giovanni Di Franco.
3 Forza Italia is the political party founded and led by Silvio Berlusconi since 1994.
4 I mean the so-called cash changeover, started on January 1st 2002. The first changeover starts instead on
January 1st 1999, after having set of the final conversion ratio between national currencies and the Euro.
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(stimulated by the media powers) has developed the belief that for many
goods and services the conversion rate applied has been 1000 Liras -*■ 1
Euro, with a 100% price increase!5 And the media (newspapers, magazines,
TV reports) gave frequently updated news in this respect. This situation
found the experts somehow unprepared and both national and common
institutions: in fact according to economists and various scholars involved in
the economic fields, there were no legitimate reasons to foresee such a
popular reaction. There is no apparent link, and anyway there is a certain
level of reciprocal independence, between macroeconomic variables as
inflation rate, gross domestic product, consumer price index, and the
currency used. This clearly emerged, for example, from all studies prepared
by the National Central Banks and the statistics institutions before the cash
changeover: there was no risks of price increase because of a simple
currency conversion6. Despite this, the passage from national currencies to
the Euro has set fire to the debate that concerns the credibility of official
institutions as sources of information about inflation rate and similar trends;
furthermore the personal perceptions and impressions have been reinforced
by alternative and private agencies paid and sponsored by syndicates of
consumers that issued independent surveys able to portray a completely
different reality. Often, anyway, these independent enquires are limited in
both samples and number o f goods and services considered and analyzed
as significant to determine the variations of consumer price index; moreover
also the methodologies used are most of the time unclear and arbitrary.
Continuing to sustain that there is a certain distance between official data
and perceived reality is pretty dangerous and unwise: this attitude not only
harms the confidence towards the common institutions and the harmonized
monetary policy (that aims to reach the price stability in the Euro Zone to
help, and not to cheat, the European consumers), but it’s also the cause of a
5 This conviction was very common, for example, for vegetables and fresh foodstuffs; during the winter
2003 became very famous the so-called “zucchini legend”, used as a metaphor to underline and criticize
the increased prices of fresh vegetables.
6 Also the European Central Bank shared this point of view: “I t is not foreseen any relevant impact on
consumer price index just because the substitution o f the national banknotes and coins with the new
ones”; ECB Bulletin, January 2002.
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distrust in the single currency, seen in this way as a “trouble maker rather
than as a problem s o lv e r7. If we analyze the official trends (the sole
authoritative), there doesn’t emerge any particular anomalous situation.
Inflation rate trend; comparison Italy / Euro Zone, years 1997 / 2005:

—♦ —Euro Zone
~~M

— Italy

Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriment o f
consumers: comparison Italy / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; after the year
2002, even facing a stable inflation rate, a huge majority of people perceives
that prices have been changed to the detriment o f consumers:
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Furthermore compared with the 2 years before the changeover, the growth
of the consumer prices index is stable and even decreasing!

Growth of the harmonized consumer price indices in Italy compared with the previous year
7 Romano Prodi on “La Repubblica”, May 2nd 2006.
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So, it seems reasonable to ask ourselves if in a debate characterized by the
arguments of the consumers on the one hand (and their perceptions
reinforced by alternative surveys) and the official reports issued by the
national institutions on the other hand, there is still room to combine, to re
compose those legitimate personal beliefs

(built on several different

individual elements) and the statistics in a plausible, scientific way.
Comparing many essays focusing the attention on this uneasy topic it
emerges that at least the following hypothesis could be useful to explain the
situation and to reduce distances between real inflation and perceived one:
1. The anomalous perceptions could be guided and influenced by the
price increase of the products more frequently bought: passing from
the Lira to the Euro has certainly produced as a side effect a sort of
revision of pricelists (rather than a simple conversion) concentrated
within a short time bracket. As for the trade, it’s true anyway that the
wholesale trade (Hypermarkets, Supermarkets) has contained the
increases translating and rounding off prices in a scientific (electronic)
way, where the small shopkeepers have converted the prices in a
more approximate and imprecise way. As for the services, where the
changes in pricelists are pretty infrequent, updating the pricelists all
together has for sure contributed to give the impression of a massive
unjustified increase of prices, but this is just partially true; in other
words with the cash changeover phase, processes that have to be
better distributed on a longer period, have been made simultaneously.
Without, anyway, significant effects on consumer price index growth:
there is in fact no discontinuity in inflation rate trends after the 2002
cash changeover.
2. The anomalous perceptions could also be caused by the increases of
those goods that are relatively not representative in the so-called
average “purchase b a s k e t8 but that registered the highest increases.

HWith the expression “purchase b a s k e ť we mean the goods and the services considered by the national
and supra national statistics institutions as representative of average purchases of households and included
in that index used to calculate the inflation rate.
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3. The individual perceptions could be distorted by increases in general
(whatever proportions they had) rather than by decreases, even when
they are balanced out within the purchase basket. Psychologically9,
perceptions are

more

influenced

by increases

rather than

by

decreases, even when they are balanced out on the long run;
especially when the increased prices (independently from the real size
and weight of the increase), simply reinforce biases or fears registered
before the introduction of the single currency.
4. The scientific methodologies used in gathering, are for most of the
people, mysterious and not clear. The public opinion doesn’t know
exactly the phenomena meant to analyze and measure, as it doesn’t
know how and why a certain number of variables are included and
considered relevant, where other are simply neglected. This specific
issue has stimulated in Italy a debate about the procedures used to
study the economic reality: the president of the Italian National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT), Luigi Biggeri, admitted during a press
conference in 2004 that maybe clarifying better the method used to
enquire into relevant social aspects could be useful to strengthen the
confidence of public opinion in the results obtained. A growth of
credibility of these institutions seems to be quite essential to ensuring
their effectiveness: this on the European level is a paramount issue,
considering the low level of trust often expressed by the European
citizens towards their common institutions. In this respect the role of
the media powers should also be “reconsidered” in a wiser way:
sometimes their simplifying phenomena to make communication more
direct and appealing, has a certain negative influence on the correct
representation of those phenomena on a large scale.

9 Compare with Paolo Legrenzi’s work, “The Lira in mind, the Euro in Pockets”-, Bologna 2004.
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6.2 Procedures to build the official consumer price index
uring the debate about the distance margin between the perceived

D

inflation rate and the real, official one calculated by the national

statistics institutions, it often emerged as a relevant issue (maybe

the most relevant), valuating how the consumer price index is built. The key
point in this discussion is that, according to those who deny the official data,
the national institutes are able to follow and analyze pretty well the macro
economic trends and the macro variables, but they seem unable to consider
in a sufficiently adequate way the objective “im p a ct of the inflation rate on
families. This possibility has also been reinforced by many independent
estimates of the inflation rate issued by private associations of consumers
much higher compared with the official ones; anyway, as already said, these
surveys (famous especially because presented by the mass media as
trustable and shocking because their alternative and unofficial contents) are
methodologically weak both in the way their sample is built and in the way
they choose the goods to include and to ponder in the average purchase
basket. Among many others, one private agency of studies became
particularly famous in this respect, as spokesman of the Italian families
“cracked under the weight o f IS T A T official lies”, the EURISPES institute. In
summer 2002 the president of EURISPES, Gian Maria Fara, claimed that the
real inflation rate, according to a parallel EURISPES enquire, was more than
three times higher compared with the official ones (he meant both, the
ISTAT one and the EUROSTAT10 one): 8,5%11 rather than between 2/3%
(this was the estimation for the third trimester 2002; at the end of that year
the average of the inflation rate was esteemed around 2,6%). After the “hot
su m m e r 2002 (meteorologically, economically and politically12), EURISPES

10 As known, EUROSTAT is the official European Statistics Agency. It’s duty, among others, is
harmonizing the different indices calculated by the different national institutes and issuing, based on
them, an official European one as for the inflation as for other macro and micro economic variables.
11 “I t ’s clear that in Italy now coexist two economies: the real one and a virtual one. The data issued by
ISTAT are absolutely not trustable”. Gian Maria Fara on “La Repubblica”, August 19th 2002.
12 The former Minister for the Productive Activities, Antonio Marzano, declared, after the publication of
the EURISPES results, his intention to open a debate about the discordances between official and
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published in spring 2003 a new report according to which between
December 2001 and December 2002, the prices of fresh foodstuffs have
increased up to +29% (almost eight times more compared with the +3,8%
calculated by ISTAT). It’s disputable and scarcely legitimate, once again, the
scientific pregnancy of these valuations; for example to build the price lists,
both ex ante and ex post the cash changeover, EURIPSES researchers
used very different tools as:
•

Official printed pricelists;

•

Official pricelists still saved on PCs hard disks;

•

Fiscal receipts and fiscal tickets;

•

Advertising handouts for promotional sales;

•

“Individual memories” of both clients andshopkeepers emerged
through discussion groups to recall prices.

The “psychological” dimension of this type of survey could be useful, at the
most, to consider the distance margin between real inflation rate and
perceived one, especially because the combination of concrete data and
personal memories. At the European levelinstead,

to guarantee

the

scientific quality of statistical enquires made in different EU countries, during
the 90s has been conducted an harmonization process of procedures, like13:
•

The clear undisputable definition of the consumer price index;

•

The ultimate selection of the different goods and services to include
or to exclude from the average purchase basket;

•

The aggregation formulas of elementary data;

•

The frequency and the treatment of particular variables.

This process is still running, coordinated as said by EUROSTAT, involving
not only the National Statistics Agencies, but also the Central National
Banks and the most authoritative European academic features in the

independent estimations, expressing anyway his complete trust and confidence towards the official data
issued by ISTAT: “The discomfort o f fam ilies must be faced, without polemics and demagogy”.
13 EUROSTAT: “Compendium ofH IC P s reference documents”', Luxemburg 2001.
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statistics field. This way the indicators calculated (the so called HICPs\
harmonized indices of consumer prices) are much more fruitful in comparing
the price dynamics between different European countries, but they also
result useful to follow and analyze the specific national trends within each
Euro Zone country. The trends studied through the HICPs are pretty much
“in line” with the indices calculated by the national institutes because, as
said, they are trying to reach a certain smoothness in processing and
reading data. So, thanks to this “harmonized approach”, in Italy as
elsewhere in Europe, the methodologies applied simply represent a sort of
average of the best scientific practices available at the international level. In
Italy,

in this

respect,

we can find

two

main

points

of discussion,

methodologically relevant and also used (and abused) to criticize the results
obtained by ISTAT:
•

The determination of the statistic sample to study and analyze (the so
called “reference statistical population”)]

•

The so called “substitution effects”, or in other words the concrete
procedures, the way chosen to introduce, or also eliminate, from the
average purchase basket, new goods and services

Considering the reference statistical population, in Italy we can find three
different consumer price indices (different because of the different typology
of consumers considered and also because of the different purposes for
their building) created by the ISTAT14:
1. the CPI built to analyze “families” (considered as the most relevant
social categories), both white collars families and blue collars families;
2. the CPI built on “all social actors” (including also “families”)]
3. the harmonized CPI built on the combination of the other two.

14 In Italy, as elsewhere, are usually systematically excluded from the indices those specific, particular
segments of population “not representative” of the entire society (for example: unemployed persons,
retired persons, those families with very high, or very low income etc.). In fact calculating specific
indices could be too expensive considering the relevancy of knowledge acquired. In other words, it is
unpractical and useless, at the national level, investing time and funds to study marginal segments.
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At this point it is necessary to specify the following particular aspect:
sometimes the mass media have superficially underlined as the CPI issued
by ISTAT to analyze the consumptions structure relative to the category
‘‘families” (called FOI15 index) was different (in other words: wrong) and in
need to be corrected by the HICPs calculated by EUROSTAT. This is not
true, and the difference can be easily understood if statistics scholars, but
not otherwise: the index issued by EUROSTAT represents the combination
between the FOI index (considering just the category “families”) and the
other one (called IPC16 index, considering as said the consumptions of all
Italians) harmonized with similar indices on the European level. So it means
that EUROSTAT does not correct anything simply because the European
Harmonized Index is a fourth type built on the combination of the
harmonized

Italian

consumer

price

index

(called

IAPC17) with

other

compatible indices calculated by the different European statistics institutes: it
is not simply different, or worse wrong, it is just another kind of index. I can
imagine how clear and helpful to understand better these issues could sound
this scientific explanation to those not used to dealing with numbers
combined in such a difficult way!

The second relevant issue to focus on is the substitution effect. What are the
formalities to consider in introducing new “products” in the purchase basket?
When it appears on the market a new “mass item”, a logical approach could
suggest to

include

it pretty soon

in the average

purchase

basket.

Nevertheless, this rarely happens, and with good reasons. In fact, if re
structuring the purchase basket takes time and money on the one hand, on
the other hand it is also almost impossible to value the effective impact of a
new item (and its relative weight on the purchase basket on the long run)
and its duration on the market: in other words a good purchase basket
needs permanent goods and services, taking new consumers’ habits into

15 Acronym for “Famiglie Operai I m p i e g a t i blue and white collars families.
If>Acronym for “Indice Prezzi Collettivitá”: price index for all social actors (including FOI).
17 Acronym for “Indice Armonizzato Prezzi al C o n s u m o harmonized consumer price index.
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consideration as relevant just “if they have at least a stable 0,1% impact on
the general consumptions18” (EUROSTAT). Actually the amount of products
included in the official ISTAT purchase basket reaches 1043 different items.

6.3

Plausible explanations of differences

between “real” and “perceived” inflation rate
An interesting study recently published (November 200519) analyzes a wide
range of causes useful in understanding the possible reasons of differences
between individual perceptions and objective reality. As for the personal
dimension it’s plausible to consider that:
1. the individual perceptions are much more influenced by the increases
on the prices of the most frequently bought products (indifferently both
services and goods);
2. the individual perceptions resent of the increases more than the
decreases20 and they are effected more by the extremely negative
increases rather than the extremely positive decreases;
3. the individual perceptions are shaped also, or rather primarily, by the
personal economic conditions and by the personal purchase basket
structure.

Furthermore if we combine these psychological dimensions with certain price
dynamics, it’s plausible to foresee a perceived altered inflation rate:
1. effective

more

substantial

increases

for

those

products

more

frequently bought rather than for those which are rarely bought (even

18 EUROSTAT: “Compendium ofH IC P s reference documents”; Luxemburg 2001.
19 P. Del Giovane, R. Sabbatini: “La divergenza tra inflazione rilevata e percepita in Italia” (“The
difference between perceived inflation and real inflation rate in Italy”; Bologna 2005).
20 Paolo Legrenzi maintains that psychologically human beings used to have negative side effects when
they loose something much more strong compared with the positive side effects when they acquire
something: for example the psychological shock caused by losing a certain amount of money is not
comparable with the happiness caused by a sudden winnings, even if the amount of money is the same.
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where the relative weight of the increased prices is not particularly
relevant within the individual purchase basket21);
2. a change in price variations distribution, with an increase of changed
price quotas and a parallel increase of changed prices quota and
extreme variations number (especially the negative ones);
3. an increased differentiation of the inflation endured by the single
individuals or specific segments of the society. As pointed out in the
previous paragraph the consumer price index must be conveniently
built on the average consumptions of families. The perceptions of
individuals mirror, instead, the price evolutions of those products that
together create the personal purchase basket.22

Moreover according to authoritative studies23 it results that there is a certain
psychological link between the expectations before the introduction of the
single

currency

(simple

expectations

or

unjustified

fears)

about

its

inflationary effects and the way to perceive these effects after the cash
changeover. It emerges that the tendency to overestimate the inflation rate is
bigger among those individuals that had expressed pessimistic forecasts
before the changeover; this effect has been named “selective results
c o r r e c t io n it means having the habit to check superficially the data

21 For example, to have a better idea let us consider two situations, the first: the newspapers. After the
introduction of the single currency the average price of newspapers increased in a substantial way: from
1500 Liras (0,77 Euro cents) to 1 Euro, in other words +29,87%. In Italy the average of regular
newspaper readers in unfortunately not that high: the weekly frequency is around 2/3 times per week. So
it’s true that the increase was certainly significant, but the relative weight of this increase is not. On the
contrary, the second situation: city parking. Before the introduction of the Euro the parking tickets cost
2000 Liras (1,03 Euro Cents), after 1 Euro (1936,27 Liras): a 3,2% decrease. In Italy to park a car in the
big cities, in the center as in the periphery, it is almost everywhere compulsory to pay. Many employees
pay 8/9 tickets per day to park their car during the working hours, five days per week, four weeks per
months. The average annual expense in Liras was 320.000 (165,26 Euro), now 160 Euro. In other words:
by one year a average worker can save 60 Euros on a regular and necessary expense (parking the car to go
to work), spending 24 Euros more to buy the newspapers (and usually, according to surveys, just during
the weekend to be updated on football new s...).
22 The “personal purchase” basket of course does not perfectly coincide with the average one because of
many variables, especially income; as already said it is not convenient spending a lot of money and time
in collecting elementary data to analyze specifically marginal segments of the society.
23 E. Traut-Mattausch, S. Schultz-Hardt, T. Greitemeyer and D. Frey: “Expectancy confirmation in spite
o f disconfirming evidences: the case o f price increases due to the introduction o f the Euro”. European
Journal of Social Psychology; n. 34 June 2004.
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confirming our impressions, being instead hyper-critical and careful in
controlling those which are contrary to them.

Considering the contents expressed in this chapter we could close the circle
of our reasoning, admitting that the distorted perceptions of Italian citizens
about a strong increase of price levels on the one hand could be
recomposed with the official low levels registered instead by the statistics
institutes on the other hand (of course we exclude as institutions the political
ones as the Government that was always ready to formally defend the
ISTAT, the EUROSTAT and their results, claiming however immediately
after the inflationary and negative side effects of the single currency
introduction to hide mistakes and responsibilities) keeping in mind the
specific characteristics of price variations dynamics and the psychological
mechanisms orienting their relative perceptions. In my opinion, in this
respect, estimating the importance of the relative weight of single isolated
items (increased in price) on the average purchase basket and the
differences between personal purchase baskets with the average one
(shaped on the most relevant social category assumed as core cell of
consumptions, the family), combined with important variables as “wage”,
could also prove useful. If we add to this conclusions, the strong role of
mass media in constantly pointing out differences between official and
alternative data (EUROSTAT or ISTAT versus EURISPES and similar),
without legitimate reasons, as said, also because the scarce intelligibility of
methodologies and statistical procedures, understanding the birth of “urban
legends” and phenomena as the “zucchini scandal” results much easier.
Moreover the ambiguous role of the Italian government in a situation as
such, has surely contributed to increasing fears, doubts and complaints.
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Chapter 7
Perceptions and real inflation rates:
a quick comparison with other Euro Zone countries

W

hat happened in Europe? After having discussed the situation in
Italy, we will try to shortly follow the developments of the topics
already discussed in the previous chapter also in other relevant

Euro Zone countries; more specifically we will focus our attention on two
other Mediterranean countries (Spain and Portugal), two German speaking
countries (Austria and Germany), and to end two continental European
countries (France and Belgium). The material chosen to understand better
the inner national dynamics is pretty various: on the one hand official reports
from the National Central Banks or statistics institutes, on the other hand
also psychological studies have been taken into account.

After the 2002 cash changeover in most of the Euro Zone countries, as
happened in Italy, has been registered a differentiation between perceived
inflation and the official inflation rate published by the national statistics
institute. Compared with the Italian situation, anyway, persistency and
intensity of this phenomenon are not completely similar1. Also in Europe the
economic analysis

has followed

very fruitfully two

main

explanatory

hypotheses that we have already discussed:
1. the perceptions have been influenced by price variations of the most
frequently bought goods (considered by the population as the
products that have endured the highest average increases); this
approach results even more plausible in such a stressing period as
the cash changeover, where citizens have been forced to learn
quickly a huge number of new, redefined prices;
1 To be honest, many experts claim that in France as in Netherlands the rejection of the Constitutional
Draft prepared by the European Convention, could be seen as a side effect of specific internal political
dynamics that have led to use the single currency and the common policy as an alibi to hide other
problems. In other words, once more “the integrative European process has paid fo r someone else
responsibilities” (Carlo Azeglio Ciampi on “La Repubblica”, September 8lh 2005).
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2. the perceptions have been also influenced by the increases rather
than by the decreases, reflecting above all in a not proportioned way
the extreme increases.

Using these two guiding hypotheses, let us report and comment some
studies issued in the Euro Zone analyzing the situation in this respect.

7.1 Spain
Let us start illustrating the situation in this country according to the official
statistics. Inflation rate trend; comparison Spain / Euro Zone, years 1997 /
2005: in Spain after the cash changeover the level of the official inflation rate
has been constantly far from the Euro Zone average (+1% on average):

-Euro Zone
Spain

Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments of
consumers-, comparison Spain / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; after the year
2002 the rate of those Spanish citizens perceiving an enormous increase of
prices has constantly grown, up to overcome the Euro Zone average:
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The growth of the consumer price index compared with the two years before
the introduction of the single currency registers a strong increase in 2002
(+0,8), reaching a stable level over 3% in the last three years:

Growth of the harmonized consumer price indices in Spain compared with the previous year

From both the analysis prepared by the National Spanish Bank2 and by
Alvarez Gonzalez and other authors3 (also sponsored by Banco de Espana)
it emerges that during 2002 the growth prices tendency for the products
most frequently bought presents an effective correlation with the Spanish
consumers’ perceptions; but these perceptions and the real inflation rate are
again pretty far if compared with the whole of the average purchase basket.
The introduction of the single currency, in fact, happened in a moment where
the price dynamic of those specific products (for example fresh foodstuffs)
was already registering a constant increase4, contrasting the stable inflation
rate calculated on other goods and services included within the general
consumer index. This has certainly contributed to project the distorted
perceptions also on those sectors that didn’t register any relevant increase5.

2 Banco de Espana: “The effects o f the Euro cash changeover on i n f l a t i o n Annual Report 2003.
3 L. J. Alvarez Gonzalez, P. Cuadrado Salinas, J. Jařeno Morago, I. Sanchez Garcia: “E l impacto de la
puesta en circulation del Euro sobre los precios de consumo”; Servicio de Estudios, Banco de Espana,
Documentos ocasionales 404, 2004.
4 Ibidem, Banco de Espana, 2003.
5 Ibidem, Alvarez and others, 2004.
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7.2 Portugal
Inflation rate trend; comparison Portugal / Euro Zone, years 1997 / 2005:
from the chart below it results that in Portugal the cash changeover has
coincided with a drastic and stable containment of the inflation rate: after
2001 boom inflation (4,4%: +1,9% compared with the average of the future
Euro Zone), the rate has back to same levels registered eight years ago:

Euro Zone
Portugal

Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments o f
consumers: comparison Portugal / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; also
because of the positive decreasing inflation trend, even if still high, the
percentage of those citizens perceiving a substantial price increase is far
from the Euro Zone average:

Euro Zone
Portugal
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The following chart perfectly summarized in a very clear visual way the
decreasing tendency started just after the adoption of the single currency:

Growth of the harmonized consumer price indices in Portugal compared with the previous year

According to Santos and other authors6 we can register also in Portugal a
certain relevant distance between perceived inflation rate and official one,
especially for one reason: after the cash changeover Portugal has constantly
registered a decreasing inflationary trend, but within the average purchase
basket used by the national statistics institute to calculate the consumer
price index, the increased price of certain services usually paid cash that
underwent extraordinary increases, has determined a distorted perception
that exploded after 2003 when

+11% of the

Portuguese population

(compared with the previous year) claimed that the introduction of the single
currency was the main cause of a price shift to the detriments of consumers.

6 D. Santos, R. Evangelista, T. Nascimento and C. Coimbra: “Analysis o f the impact o f the conversion o f
escudos into Euros”; Banco Central de Portugal, Economic Bulletin September 2002.
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7.3 Austria
Let us move now from the Mediterranean region to the German speaking
area. Inflation rate trend; comparison Austria / Euro Zone, years 1997 /
2005: Austria in the last eight years has registered one of the lowest rate in
the Euro Zone, always below the average inflation:

- Euro Zone
Austria

Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments o f
consumers: comparison Austria / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; the Austrian
rate, identical in the first two years after the cash changeover (84% 2002,
89% 2003) with the Euro Zone one, has started to decrease just after 2004:

- Euro Zone
Austria
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The chart displays how after a remarkable decrease of the consumer price
index after the cash changeover (2001^*2002: -0,6% and 2002-^2003: -0,4;
so 2001^-2003: -1%), the levels are coming back to the pre-changeover
average:

2003

Figure: growth of the harmonized consumer price indices compared with the previous year

Pollan7 gives us an explanation for this particular situation: in Austria since
the beginning of 2001 substantial increases have been registered in prices
for those goods and services that are not particularly relevant, because their
relative weight, within the average Austrian purchase basket used to
calculate the consumer price index, but that are bought on a regular basis: in
other words according to Pollan the price rise started in 2001 (this year in fact
not by chance results to being the one with the highest official inflation rate
in the last eight years) has influenced the consumers perception, pushing
the Austrians to identify the price increase with the introduction of the single
currency. On the contrary we know that just after the 2002 cash changeover
the inflation rate decreased up to 1% less. In Austria, as frequently
elsewhere in Europe, the price increase overestimation of scarcely relevant
goods, even if really substantial, has been more convincing than the
decreases of those goods and services with a significant specific weight
within the average purchase basket, but infrequently bought by consumers.

7 W. Pollan: “Price developments upon introduction o f Euro banknotes and coins”; Austrian Economic
Quarterly number 4, December 2002.
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7.4 Germany
Inflation rate trend; comparison Germany / Euro Zone, years 1997 / 2005: in
Germany also the average of the inflation rate is constantly below the Euro
Zone average, after the cash changeover moreover we have a remarkable
decreasing tendency for the first two years, and then a rise that anyway is
not that far from 2001 rate and just +0,4% compared with 1997 estimation:
5
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3
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Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments of
consumers', comparison Germany / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; the
tendency in perceiving the price increase is, here as elsewhere in Europe,
very strong, stable (with increasing or decreasing movements of trends of
just few points) and still with a high percentage:
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The following chart shows how in the last five years the consumer price
index didn’t have abnormal developments, both before and after the cash
changeover. Rather: after 2001 with the introduction of the Euro in Germany
it’s clear a decreasing movements of the trends made up on the official data:

Growth of the harmonized consumer price indices in Germany compared with the previous year

Focusing the attention on the analyses issued by the German Central Bank 8
it emerges that the introduction of the single currency had a certain effect on
price variation distributions. After the cash changeover, in fact, it is possible
to register two phenomena responsible in creating distorted perceptions
among consumers: a strong decrease of those prices defined “attractive”9
from the pricelists and an increase of price diversifications for the same item.
In Germany, claims the Central Bank, the changeover phase has been also
characterized by a strong price variation and by a remarkable increase for
some specific services. According to the Deutsche Bank10 in Germany
(similar to Italy), from official statistics sometimes emerge substantial price
increases, but these rises are linked once more with goods and services not
relatively that heavy within the average purchase basket; the buy frequency
(rather than the purchase relevancy) has also had in this country an
important role in building distorted perceptions.

8 For example: Deutsche Bundesbank: “The Euro and prices two years on”; Monthly Report, January
2004.
9 For example: 4,99 Deutsche marks is an attractive price for Germans (1 cent far from the successive
entire unit gives the impression to spend fo u r marks rather than five), but converting it in Euro it is not
anymore (2,55 Euro).
10 Deutsche Bank: “Consumer prices and the changeover from deutsche mark to Euro”; Monthly Report,
July 2002.
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7.5 France
France is a good example to study because many factors: size, population
and also for its being at the same time a center European country but with a
clear and pretty remarkable Mediterranean attitude. Inflation rate trend;
comparison France / Euro Zone, years 1997 / 2005:

Euro Zone
France

Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments o f
consumers: comparison France / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; in this
country despite of a very stable inflation rate trend since 2000, the
percentage of citizens perceiving substantial increases is regularly increased
(especially after 2003). As already pointed out, in this respect, the
perceptions of French population are also determined by internal political
problems and speculations (that have contributed to the rejection of the
Constitutional Draft), independently from real economic convergences:

Euro Zone
France
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Analyzing the following chart, there emerges a certain rise of the consumer
price index, anyway not particularly abnormal and distant from the Euro
Zone one:

2003

Growth of the harmonized consumer price indices in France compared with the previous year

The French National Institute of Statistics (INSEE) registers11 a consistent
increase of inflation perceptions, distorted if compared with the official data,
which could be explained using in the analyses psychological factors as
aprioristic inflationary biases. To support this thesis the INSEE presents the
results from “ad hoc built” monthly surveys that display how, approaching the
cash changeover moment, the fears of inflationary effects, has hugely
increased among the population: from 48% (December 2000) to 78%
(September 2001 )12. Another study prepared by the Credit Agricole13 adds
that the overestimated inflation rate linked with specific groups of goods and
services (relevant up to 60% out of the entire purchase basket) on the one
hand and the different price dynamics of these items compared with others
also included in the average purchase basket on the other hand (in other
words the remaining 40% not considered because the scarce purchase
frequency), has surely influenced the generally distorted perceptions.

11 INSEE: “Opinion des ménages sur les prix passés et I’inflation”; Note de Conjoncture, December
2003.
12 The INSEE underlines how a relevant role in building distorted perceptions could be attributed to the
effective significant increase of tobacco manufactured products. Ibidem INSEE, 2003.
13 Crédit Agricole: “Pourquoi les ménages francais surestiment-ils ľ inflation?”-, Flash Eco, March 2004.
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7.6 Belgium
To end this comparative analysis, let us consider the last country, Belgium.
Inflation rate trend; comparison Belgium / Euro Zone, years 1997 / 2005:
after the cash changeover it emerges a decreasing tendency for the first two
years; anyway even after (where we can register a +1% rise), it results that
the inflation rate in this country is close to the pre-changeover phase:
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Percentage o f population perceiving a price shift to the detriments of
consumers: comparison Belgium / Euro Zone, years 2002 / 2005; the
situation in this country is definitively different if compared with other Euro
Zone countries: the percentage of Belgians perceiving substantial and
unjustified price increases is in fact very far from the Euro Zone average:
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The short-term positive effect of Euro introduction on consumer price index
and the successive stabilization of average pre-cash changeover levels is
summarized in the following chart:
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The Belgian National Bank14 underlines that the adoption of the single
currency has brought the return to prices expressed in both entire and
decimal numbers15 and above all has caused the price diversification for the
same kind of products. Both phenomena (cents and diversified prices),
according to the Central Bank, could have produced confusion among
consumers contributing to increase the distance margin between perceived
inflation rate and official one. According to Daniel Cornille16 another plausible
reason to explain the distorted perception could be due to the relevant rise of
modified prices (both negatively as positively) between 2001 and 2002.

14 Banque Nationale de Belgique: “Effets du passage a l ’Euro fiduciaire sur ľinflation”; Revue
Economique, April 2002.
15 The frank cents were abolished in this country as in Italy.
16 D. Cornille: “Ľ adaptation desprix au passage a l ’Euro: une mise en p e r s p e c tiv e Revue Economique
de la Banque Nationale de Belgique, 2003.
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Conclusion

T

hroughout this thesis I tried to show the numerous aspects of the
introduction of the single currency and its impact on Italian society.
We started by considering the pre-changeover phase, pointing out

the genuine enthusiasm and trust in future perspectives of the Euro as an
innovative tool able to contribute in building a more and more unified
Europe, that was pretty widespread among Italians. Unfortunately, after this
initial positive attitude, the successive four years have been characterized by
an increasing mistrust and discomfort. This happened because of the
combination of several relevant factors: psychological, political and partially
also economic.

We analyzed that the Italian population has faced an unexpected amount of
psychological difficulties in dealing with the single currency; to clarify the
wide range of different attitudes it has been useful approaching this theme
following various levels of analysis, as shown in the first three chapters. The
considerations built up on these areas of interest have been developed
according to my personal re-elaboration of information and data collected by
the official survey department of the European Commission, and the socalled Euro Barometer, that during the last four years has carried out a
remarkable monitoring work to studying and understanding the consensus or
mistrust dynamics linked with the single currency, the price levels, the future
expectations, etcetera.

Then we focused our attention on the plausible causes of this increasing
discomfort and its psychological side effects:
1. the extremely short period of double price display strategy (just two
months, where in France for example, it was twelve months long),
useful to training Italians in conversion procedures;
2. the problem of again beginning to use, after more than fifty years,
cents and decimal numbers',
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3. the scarce purchasing power attributed to coins and cents, also
analyzed through my original survey on daily tipping habits, before
and after the introduction of the single currency, very useful in
showing the underestimated purchasing power of Euro cents;
4. the idea (not completely negative) of introducing a new 1 Euro bill
to return a more visible purchasing power to those citizens not
used to dealing with coins expressing too high a value (especially if
compared with the previous national currency, where the coins
were perceived just as a useless weight in the pockets).

We also demonstrated how these problems have been used and abused by
Berlusconi’s Government to justify its mistakes and responsibilities in being
unable to contain speculative maneuvers carried out, especially, by a pretty
large part of Italian shopkeepers, often ready to turn citizens’ difficulties into
a profitable situation. We showed that those faults, which it is possible to
attribute to the Euro, according to the center-right coalition (the sudden and
unjustified increase of prices, the growth of the inflation rate, the decreased
purchasing power of Italian households), are interpreted by the author of this
thesis as a weak and disputable political alibi. Furthermore, to also better
argue this specific topic, we tried to give reasonable (so scientific and not
demagogical) explanations for those distances between popular perceptions
and statistical realities in considering price increases and inflation rate on
both the Italian and the Euro Zone level. In this respect, the analyses
published by Central National Banks and National Institutes of Statistics
have been very helpful.

The Italian “case" offers, unfortunately, a rich handbook of difficulties and
troubles that could at least be useful in suggesting to other nations better
planned strategies to avoid the same wrong paths. Preventing the future
Euro Zone countries from making mistakes as the Italian ones has become
another interesting point of interest in writing this thesis and a legitimate
target of it. Among many topics, some seem to be particularly worthy of
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careful consideration, and not underestimation, in shaping future cash
changeover strategies. These are, according to my opinion, the most
relevant ones that have emerged during my studying the Italian setting and
that could be considered as precious tips to take into account in the future:

1. a more effective and customer oriented informative campaign before
the changeover phase (nominal and cash changeover) is very
important in this respect; for example displaying the prices of all
services both in the previous national currency and in the new single
one immediately after the ultimate exchange rate set by the European
Central Bank, could help the citizens to be accustomed to new prices;
2. the usefulness of a longer double price strategy (up to twelve months
at least) could also be helpful in dismissing step by step the previous
economic paradigm: if prices are sticky, it’s better to put a double
sticker on them, to protect citizens from their mistakes and from
somebody else’s’ speculative maneuvers;
3. setting better and more serious controls on shopkeepers, especially
after the first 12 months after the end of the double price strategy and
concretely focused on rounding off price maneuvers;
4. in case of substantial distances between popular perceptions and real
economic indicators, clarifying the real scientific procedures used by
the National Statistics Institutes could help in decreasing the media
power of distorting reality in a simple and appealing way in name of
the TV share or worse because of a demagogical political interest;
5. keeping present, and clear, in mind the difference between national
responsibilities and European common policies; the mistakes made by
incapable governments should never effect, or even stop, the
European integrative process.

Oscar Wilde wrote that experience is the name every one gives to their
mistakes, so on my part I simply hope that many shall take advantage from
the Italian “experience”.
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